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Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Whitney Boarders, sophomore and member of the Zeta 
Phi Beta Sorority Inc., emerges from a cloud of smoke 
while performing with the National Pan-Hellenic Coun-
cil's airband team during the Greek Week airband com-
petition. This was the first airband performance for NPHC 
in 10 years. 




Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Students walk through the thick fog to their afternoon 
classes on Feb. 4, 2008, along the east side of Booth li-
brary. 


Eastern welco Bill Perry as new president 
Story by Shane Evans 
II fter years of studying in the dark, student athletes new have a new facility to learn in. "It was dark, dingy, not really a good study environment," said Jason 
Hall, athletic academic adviser. 
He wasn't talking about dorm rooms or the 
library basement; he was talking about the one 
place specifically designed for athletes to visit 
and learn, study and do homework in. 
During the night hours, student athletes 
would have to travel to various lecture halls to 
get work done and complete necessary study 
hours required of them. 
"We used lecture halls," said Hall. "We would 
have a hundred-plus students in a room, and 
with that many people, it became a distraction 
when people had to get up." 
Student athletes are required to complete 
a certain number of study hours per week. 
However, they can be exempt from those hours 
based on grades or academic standings. 
According to Cindy Tozer, athletic academic 
adviser, the Academic Services for student 
athletes has always been in the basement of 
Stevenson Tower. 
"We really outgrew that space (over the 
years) and needed more room for students," she 
said. 
Not only were working conditions 
unfavorable for student athletes, but some places 
did not have all of the necessary equipment for 
a student to do their homework. 
"The new facilities offer students a 
structured setting to study," said Tozer. "The 
center has ro computers that students can use to 
type their papers, do research, email professors, 
etc. All the computers are connected to a printer 
so students can print their papers here as well. 
Since we are located in Lantz (Arena), we are 
more accessible to students and coaches, too." 
Hall and Tozer decided to make the new 
study environment more like a classroom, which 
included a smaller sized facility to maintain 
Eastern's smaller class settings. 
So why change the facility now? 
"There are many universities that have an 
academic center for their athletes, and we were 
one school that didn't have that to offer our 
students," said Hall. 
The renovation is also beneficial to Tozer, 
Hall and the basketball coaching staff as it gave 
them more room for offices. 
''We now have a conference room. It used 
to be if we had a meeting with more than eight 
people, we had nowhere to go. We had to take 
chairs into the hallways and that blocked a lot 
of space," said Hall. 
"The offices benefit the staff because we 
now have our own offices," said Tozer. "I used 
to share an office with my graduate assistant. I 
now have my own space and can close my door 
if I am discussing confidential information with 
a student or coach. We now have more room to 
keep files and research." 
The renovated was much-needed for 
student athletes, coaches and advisers as it came 
at a beneficial time with more focus on student 
athlete's grades. 
And maybe it was the improved study 
environment that gave the men's and women's 
indoor track and field teams peace of mind before 
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship this 
year. 

Doudna constru ---'forces students to walk around 
Story by Kate Fisher 
I n the small town of Charleston, Eastern's campus emerges. At the center of the campus is the sire for the newly expanded Doudna Fine Arts Center. The futuristic-looking building juts far into the sky, recognizable 
from the ocher side of campus. When the sun hits 
its coppery ex-terior, it shines bright on campus. 
The giant building will open to eager students and 
faculty in Fall 2008. 
In 1959, the Fine Arts Center was first built and 
later named after the president of the university, 
Quincy V. Doudna. The old Doudna Fine Arts 
Center was 70,000 square feet of space and stood 
between 7th Street and the south side of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The new building is approximately 140,000 
square feet of space and is designed by award-
winning architect, Antoine Predock. The 
architectural centerpiece cost the university $45-
plus million. 
"My favorite thing about the new art building 
is that it will be so much bigger, we will actually 
be able to keep all our portfolios there," said Kelly 
Kemerly, sophomore graphic design major. 
Eastern incorporated the history of the old 
Doudna building by meshing saved portions of the 
building into the new. The gigantic new building 
stretches across 7th Street and Hayes Avenue, 
causing the university to shut down a portion of the 
street, most of which will be converted to vehicle-
free pedestrian sidewalks. 
Laura Smoltich, junior graphic design major, 
loves how the new building is on campus, because 
classes were temporarily held at Art Park West, 
located on University and Lincoln Avenues. 
"Not only will it be accessible, but I believe 
that being able to learn and produce work in a state 
of the art building is an honor that I cannot wait 
for," said Smoltich. 
The new building will contain the Music, 
Theatre and Art Departments. The new features 
include a new 250-seat proscenium theatre, a studio 
theatre, a 150-seat lecture hall, theatre shops, faculty 
offices, concert hall, 225-seat recital hall, and art 
studios for metals, printmaking, drawing, painting, 
sculpture, ceramics and teacher education. 
The new building brings the arcs and Eastern 
community together as one by attracting art and 
music majors in addition to non-majors. Walkways 
inside the building allow for performances and the 
studios to spill out, so anyone entering the lobby 
will feel a part of everything that is going, on no 
matter their major. 
"Of course the new building will attract non-
art and music majors, it's going to be an amazing 
addition to the entire campus. I am really jazzed 
about it," said William Kendall, freshman art 
education major. 
Each section of the building has a different type 
of glass incorporated with it. Black glass is used for 
the studio theatre, red glass is used for the faculty/ 
student lounge, mirrored glass at the recital hall, 
and translucent glass for the proscenium theatre. 
The different types and colors of glass make the 
environment of Doudna one that inspires the 
creative process. 
"The renovation and addition to the Doudna 
Arts Center will provide an environment in which 
students can explore new ideas and technologies and 
develop to their fullest potential skill and talents 
as performing and visual artists," saidJimJohnson, 
dean of the College of Arts and Humanities. 

Baker takes on the AD position .. .for now 
Story by Dixie Sexton 
l ooking out to passing students, Ken Baker sits to reflect in the athletic director's office. The thick, dark desk and the high back leather chair are left waiting to be filled by a permanent athletic director. 
Baker was chosen as interim athletic director to 
replace Rich McDuffie on Aug. 21, 2007. In doing so, 
Baker had to temporarily resign his previous position 
as director of campus recreation. 
Filling the position of athletic director takes 
a level of commitment and skill that the Athletic 
Director Search Advisory Committee plans to uphold 
in whomever they appoint. According to commitcee 
member Levi Bulgar, student executive vice president 
and Student Government representative, the 
committee is looking for a person with good moral 
character, experience and is hard-working. 
"You need integrity," said Baker. "To have the 
support of good people you need to have a program 
with integrity." 
The search advisory committee is comprised of 15 
students, stafF and faculty members that were chosen 
by President Bill Perry and Vice President for student 
affairs, Dan Nadler. 
"This is a committee of very dedicated folks 
that care about the students and how the athletics 
articulate with that," said Mary Anne Hanner, 
committee member. 
According to Baker, at midterm of the fall 2007 
semester, 40 percent of Eastern athletes had a J.25 
GPA or better as well as 40 student athletes holding 
a 4.0 in 2006. With the level of commitment from 
the athletes both physically and academically, the 
search advisory committee is hoping to find someone 
who can similarly represent the department. 
According to the actual position announcement, 
"The successful candidate will have a record 
that demonstrates leadership and administrative 
effectiveness in an athletic program that emphasizes 
success both on the playing field and in the 
classroom." 
In addition, the committee is also requiring 
the applicants have a master's degree. Review of 
applications began Jan. 2, 2008. 
The committee expected the review of the 
applicants to continue into later months. 
The applicant chosen will begin duties on July 
r, 2008. The appointed athletic director will be 
"responsible for the development and administration 
of intercollegiate athletic program which includes 11 
women's sports and 10 men's sports," according to the 
official announcement established by the committee. 
The committee said the position of athletic 
director is someone who not only represents Eastern 
athletics but is also looked upon by community 
members. Being in the spotlight of both the campus 
and community could generate pressure on the newly 
appointed director. 
"I just try to do what's right," said Baker. 
Baker was previously director of campus 
recreation and said that being athletic director, even 
temporarily, has given him a greater appreciation for 
student athletes and the athletic department as a 
whole. 

New nursing program takes charge 
Story by Emily Steele 
It trending college is all about receiving a higher education, and for many students, once is enough roger all of the pertinent information. However, for the students who have joined the brand new nursing 
program, this is only the nex:t step in their career. 
The new degree is not only a first for returning 
students but for Eastern as well. 
The Illinois Board of Education created the 
program for Eastern in order to assist registered 
nurses and give them a way to receive higher 
education. Before rhe course was developed, 
nurses from the surrounding area had to travel long 
distances or take an internet course to receive a 
baccalaureate degree in nursing. 
The degree allows the nurses greater leadership 
positions in their future and more opportunity 
for higher employment within the field. The RN 
program was developed and put into action quickJy, 
and Director Dr. Dianne Nelson began work in 
July to continue development for the upcoming 
semester. 
Previously, the Lakeview program provided 
continuing education for students who received 
their pre-nursing education at Eastern. Now the 
separate program is not the only one available for 
nurses who want ro remain ar Eastern, however 
Lakeview still operates for students who are 
immediately continuing their education after they 
receive rhe initial degree and nursing license 
In order to meet the requirements, studencs 
muse have already attended school, normally 
a community college, be accepted to Eastern, 
received a registered nursing license &om the stare, 
have a 2.5 or higher GPA and CPR certification. In 
order to receive rhe bachelors degree, which can 
be achieved over four semesters or two years, the 
students must complete at least nine core classes 
and meet Eastern's requirements. 
At this point, 12 people are involved in the 
first class of this program, two of whom are male 
nurses, a high percentage for such a small number 
of participants. The students all currently have jobs 
nursing in hospitals or health care facilities in rhe 
nearby area. Most have already attended college 
and are taking advantage of this new opportunity 
"We designed the program so it doesn't repeat 
but builds on what they know," said Nelson. 
The new program stresses student-oriented 
learning with condensed courses that are easily 
accessible for the participants who already work 
full time. Currently with the assistance of other 
faculty members, the courses are being adapted 
to an online system which provides synchronized 
learning with recording technology that allows 
the students to record and send sound and video 
messages if they are unable to make class. The new 
technology gives people who are already busy the 
convenience of working when it fits their schedule. 
Changing is never easy, whether it's creating an 
entirely new college course in less than a year or 
returning to a place left behind long ago. However, 
change should not be associated with a negative 
connotation because changes can help people grow. 
And as in the case of the 12 eager participates, this 
change is only the first step fo r the many to follow. 

New film studies m1nor offered to Eastern students 
Story by Joshua Camden 
I astern professors are always looking for ways to improve students' quality of living, their diversity, and their academics. One of the best ways Eastern improves in their academics 
is by allowing the different colleges to offer 
new majors and minors every year. 
One of the newest minors on campus 
this year is the film studies minor. This minor 
is devoted to the study of cinema history, 
theory, criticism and production. This minor 
is based on two main courses, which are Film 
Communication and Film and Literature. 
Wade Pacak, senior English major, is one 
of the pioneering students working in this 
program. He is also the president of the film 
studies RSO group on campus. 
"(We] study what it is, how it works and 
how it can affect people on both a larger and 
smaller scale," he said. "The minor is just 
starting out, but if it keeps going the direction 
it is, more and more opportunities will be 
available to students." 
According to Pacak, classes vary between 
beginning levels to more advanced courses that 
look at the relationship between literature 
and film or world film and culture as well as 
production classes. 
The minor requires you to choose four 
other courses from the selection of African 
Cinema, Video Production, a seminar, 
Advanced Video Production, Special Topics, 
World Film: Language and Culture in Film, 
Politics and Popular, History on Film, Film 
and Contemporary Society, and American 
Theatre on Film. 
"It is essential for Eastern Illinois 
University to provide students with new majors 
to help prepare them for an ever-changing 
workplace and culture," said Robin Murray, 
English professor. "Because new minors here 
at EIU, including our film studies minor, are 
interdisciplinary, they greatly widen students' 
academic experiences and prepare them for a 
wider scope of career and life opportunities. 
They help make students better professionals 
and better people." 
The film studies minor will provide 
students with the opportunity to study film 
history, theory, criticism, and production 
while giving new insights on the topic related 
to African American studies, communication 
studies, English, history, foreign languages, 
political science and theatre arts. 
"This is the first step in a long process," 
said Pacak. "It will be great when Eastern 
is eventually able to offer a major in film 
studies." 

omfort is still key 
Story by Christine Godbey 
• 
rom the global designer clothing to name brands 
at the mall, everyone has their own style, and 
everyone has their own opinion of what's in and 
what's out. 
Outfits and accessories ranged from college 
grunge to contemporary chic and dressy. And while some 
people followed the fashion world, others followed local 
trends. 
Trends come and go every season, recycling themselves 
to imitate memorable styles of earlier eras. At start of the 
2007- 08 school year, women were seen wearing denim 
skirts, skinny jeans, flowing shirts and dresses with leggings. 
Dainty flats and sky-high stacked heels were hot for the shoe 
scene, but flip-flop sandals were definitely a class essential 
for students looking for easy footwear to slip on. 
The hot accessories seemed to be enormous sunglasses 
and headbands, and though many women still chose to wear 
pajamas to class, they paired them with trendy accessories 
for the casual-chic look. 
"Aviator sunglasses are popular this year with guys," said 
Kyle Baker, sophomore political science major. 
And of course, there were Uggs. 
"Women are always wearing those furry boots," said 
William Sullivan, freshman pre-engineering major. 
And one trend that remained for both men or women 
is the typical "college style" of dressing casually in jeans, 
sweatpants, T-shirts and tennis shoes for class. Women wore 
North Face jackets and messy buns while men chose band-
inspired T-shirts and clothing with sports teams breanded 
on them. 
And for the guys, a lot chose to pair a button-up dress 
shirt with jeans for their nights out in "Chuck Vegas." They 
also seemed to go for polo shirts and vintage T-shirts while 
bar-hopping. 
But with all of the new new trends coming in, the old 
trends quickly left. 
"Clogs are out this year, especially those pointless Crocs 
with the holes," said Samantha Sauer, freshman history 
major. 
Opinions may differ when it comes to fashion, but the 
one thing that seems unchanging is that comfort beats style 
on campus any day. 
Photo by Karla Browning 
Jason Giambarberee, senior business managemenr major, shows off 
his belt and tie at the Delta Sigma Pi Business Fraternity and Ca-
reer Services workshop. "Dress for Success," on )an. 22, 2008. Even 
though comfort is usually desired, students clean up their acts for 
interviews and career fairs. 

.... 
New students assigned required reading 
Story by Cara Fumagalli 
N or very often do students get to meet a character from a book, but the students did have the chance on the hot evening of Sept. 24, 2007. Hundreds of students gathered in 
McAfee Gymnasium to hear Cedric Jennings, the 
subject of the book "A Hope in 
the Unseen," share his life story. 
August, they met in small groups to discuss the book 
and eat lunch together. 
The group discussions gave new students the 
chance to connect with each other through Jennings' 
triumphs and struggles. 
His speech at Eastern allowed readers to relate 
personally to him and hear 
Jennings made it clear that 
he was passionate about sharing 
his experiences with others in 
hopes of making a difference. 
IIEYISED AND UI'DATED EDITION 
specific details about his life 
and the novel. 
It all began when the 
faculty at Eastern wanted to get 
freshmen and transfer students 
involved in higher education 
before even stepping foot on 
campus. 
~ 
A Hope in the 
"The book wasn't just about 
me, it was about others that 
could be inspired," Jennings 
said in his speech. 
Later, he referred to his 
unique opportunity with 
the book and Suskind as a 
"blessing." 
According to Dr. Bud Fischer 
of the biology department, 
the staff developed a system 
of academic engagement, 
participation and a sense of 
community among reachers and 
students. 
Once everything was 
finalized, the idea came to be 
known as the Eastern Reads 
Program. 
On orientation day at 
Eastern, new students were 
given an explanation about what 
the program involved and a 
copy of "A Hope in the Unseen," 
written by Ron Suskind. 
The book is a true story about Jennings, an inner 
city boy who was admitted into Brown University. 
The newcomers were told to read the book over 
the summer and answer seven questions, which were 
to be collected. Once students arrived on campus in 
Towards the closing of his 
speech,Jennings gave insightful 
advice for college students, 
"Follow your heart and passion 
and be open to changes in 
life." 
Once Jennings was finished 
sharing his story, audience 
members were able to ask 
questions. The night concluded 
with Jennings signing books and 
meeting with Eastern readers 
affected by his story. 
Jennings' presentation was 
not the only fall activity on 
campus; there were also book 
discussions, contests and movies 
connecting back to the book. 
The Eastern Reads Program has given new students 
the opportunity to relate to cultural and educational 
issues through Jennings, as well as their peers and 
faculty members, which made the college transition 
easier. 

Athletic program cut because of poor grades 
Story by Emily Steele 
I s of May 2007, the Eastern intercollegiate wrestling program was discontinued because of low academic performance by the team. Dr. Rich McDuffie, Eastern director of athletics, said after numerous penalties from the NCAA, "the discontinuation of the wrestling program was regrettably a decision that had to be made." 
The team of 25 men finished the 2007 season with a 2-13 dual record, with two 
men qualifying for nationals. Coach Ralph McCausland, who was the h ead coach for 
24 years, remained on campus despite the loss of the team. 
2006-07 wrestling team: (front row, L-R) Shane Dintelman, Anthony Williams, Bobby Callen, Mike McAuliffe, Jeff Tharp, 
Alex Alaniz, Tony Metzger, and A.). Ciccarelli; (middle row, L-R) Casey Carrino, Kile O'Toole, Andy Mangiaguerra, Bob 
Fangerow, Lenny Grodoski, Chris Nutt, Kenny Robertson, and Phillip Glasser; (back row, L-R) David Latimore, Kevin 
Knabjian, Greg Perz, Jason Sherko, Joe Trinka, Tommy Reamer, Ed Carpenter, Billy Gallo, and Terron Williams. 
(Top) Wrestler Greg Perz, j 
industrial technology major, 
named to the National Wrestlir 
Coaches Association academ 
honors. Perz made it to the NO 
championships and was ranked N 
11 on the prestigious academic I 
in 2006. 
(Bottom) Kenny Robertson, seni 
wrestler on the team, finished at tl 
CAA championships with an ow; 
all 2-2 record. I 

Student athletes leave dungeon-like rooms for new digs 
Story by Shane Evans 
fter years of studying in the dark, 
student athletes new have a new 
facility to learn in. 
"It was dark, dingy, not really a 
good study environment," said Jason 
I [all, athletic academic adviser. 
He wasn't talking about dorm rooms or the 
library basement; he was talking about the one 
place specifically designed for athletes to visit 
and learn, study and do homework in. 
During the night hours, student athletes 
would have to travel to various lecture halls to 
get work done and complete necessary study 
hours required of them. 
"We used lecture halls," said Hall. "We would 
have a hundred-plus students in a room, and 
with that many people, it became a distraction 
when people had to get up." 
Student athletes are required to complete 
a certain number of study hours per week. 
However, they can be exempt from those hours 
based on grades or academic standings. 
According to CindyTozer, athletic academic 
adviser, the Academic Services for student 
:lthletes has always been in the basement of 
Stevenson Tower. 
"We really outgrew that space (over the 
years) and needed more room for students," she 
said. 
Not only were working conditions 
unfavorable for student athletes, but some places 
did not have all of the necessary equipment for 
a student to do their homework. 
"The new facilities offer students a 
structured setting to study," said Tozer. ''The 
center has 10 computers that students can use to 
type their papers, do research, email professors, 
etc. All the computers are connected to a printer 
so students can print their papers here as well. 
Since we are located in Lantz (Arena), we are 
more accessible to students and coaches, too." 
Hall and Tozer decided to make the new 
study environment more like a classroom, which 
included a smaller sized facility to maintain 
Eastern's smaller class settings. 
So why change the facility now? 
"There are many universities that have an 
academic center for their athletes, and we were 
one school that didn't have that to offer our 
students," said Hall. 
The renovation is also beneficial to Tozer, 
1 !all and the basketball coaching staff as it gave 
them more room for offices. 
"We now have a conference room. It used 
to be if we had a meeting with more than eight 
people, we had nowhere to go. We had to take 
chairs into the hallways and that blocked a lot 
of space," said Hall. 
"The offices benefit the staff because we 
now have our own offices," said Tozer. "I used 
to share an office with my graduate assistant. I 
now have my own space and can close my door 
if [ am discussing confidential information with 
a student or coach. We now have more room to 
keep files and research." 
The renovated was much-needed for 
student athletes, coaches and advisers as it came 
at a beneficial time with more focus on student 
athlete's grades. 
And maybe it was the improved study 
environment that gave the men's and women's 
indoor track and field teams peace of mind before 
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship this 
year. 

Charleston expenences change as Eastern grows 
Story by Sara Cuadrado 
' 
he quaint little town of 
Charleston is transforming 
as the college campus 
grows through the years. 
Businesses are growing and 
changing, expanding to give Eastern 
students more options. 
Among these changes for this 
quaint college town include a new 
Starbucks coffee shop, a new location 
for local Gateway Liquor store and a 
new Walgreens Pharmacy store. 
But with these changes, local 
people and students are questioning 
how it will all affect the local businesses 
already established in Charleston. 
Students, faculty and visitors sit in 
the Martin Luther King Jr. Unjversity 
Union to enjoy coffee and homemade 
treats from Java Beanery and Bakery. 
located next tO the Union bookstore. 
But with a new, "trendy" Starbucks 
coming to town, will chjs fuiJ lounge of 
patrons clear out? 
"Of course! Everyone's going to 
go to Starbucks," said Jessica Duffin, 
sophomore nursing major. 
Duffin and Janet Roche, sophomore 
early childhood education major, think 
it is good that Charleston is getting a 
Starbucks. Even though some students 
may not have cars to go away from 
campus to the Starbucks location, 
Duffin and Roche believe there are 
enough people that like Starbucks to 
get a group together and go. 
"I can use my gift cards that I'll get 
for Christmas," Duffin said. 
Roche, who is from a small town, 
said it will be sad to see it affect the 
small town of Charleston, but thinks it 
will be better overall for the students 
and university. 
Charleston is also home to local 
coffee joints Jitters & Bliss and Jackson 
Avenue Coffee. MattOon coffee shop 
Common Grounds is another common 
hang out for locals and Eastern 
students. 
Laura Gebhardt, junior 
communications studies major, is 
excited to see the Starbucks come to 
town but will only go there once in a 
while. She said it's just nice to know 
that the option is there for when she 
does want it. 
Gebhardt believes it will help to 
improve the quality of Charleston 
since it is such a well-know business, 
but doesn't expect it tO take away 
business fromJava. 
"It's convenient here on campus," 
Gebhardt said of Java. 
She said people without cars will 
have a hard time getting to Starbucks 
and it's easier for students on campus to 
walk to Java in the Union for coffee. 
Workers at Java agree with 
Gebhardt's views. 
"I don't think it will be a huge issue 
because it's so far away," said Courtney 
Stoltz, aJava employee. 
Antonia Jackson, another Java 
employee, expects to lose business the 
first week Starbucks opens because of 
its new factor, but thinks people will 
ultimately stick to Java. Not only is 
Java an on-campus establishment, but 
it also accepts Eastern Panther Cards, 
which Starbucks doesn't. 
One more bonus for Java are it's 
lower prices. 
"The customers remember the 
taste of Starbucks, but they'll be 
hurting when they remember the 
prices," Jackson said. 
Gateway Liquor is also happily 
accepting change in the form of a new 
location. After their move, Carl Wolff, 
manager at Gateway, said their new 
facility benefits the business. 
Gateway had tO move from 
their old, familiar location because 
Walgreens planned to move locations 
and bought it. 
Gateway's original facility was 
actually designed to be a restaurant 
instead of a liquor store, which made 
the store commonly crowded. The new 
facility offers a new, open layout that 
makes navigation inside much easier, 
especially on the crowded weekend 
nights. 
Wolff said the move also 
helped business because it is closer to 
the students and had betrer parking. 
Charleston is changing 
as quickly as Eastern's campus is 
transforming. And though big-
name businesses arc coming into the 
small community, students and local 
residents can be sure that Charleston 
will still be known as a quiet college 
town. 

New University ourt manager takes the job 
Story by Hollie Smith, Israel Carrillo and Sara Cuadrado 
1 -COURTTHEN Eastern alumna Doris 1-Iamilron was the University Court apartment manager for 28 years until her retirement from the 
Eastern housing department. 
To be a manager of 10 student 
apartments, one must be strong enough 
to handle the pressures and have nerves 
of steel. Hamilton had both in her years 
looking over the apartments. 
When U-Court first materialized, it 
was owned by a not-for-profit construction 
company based out of Florida. It was 
purchased by Eastern in '979· 
Hamilton, a lifelong Charleston 
resident, applied for a position with luck 
on her side; she was hired to a managerial 
position and never looked back. 
"Someone who has lived somewhere 
else, like the students coming from Chicago, 
they think that Charleston is really a hick 
town and there is nothing to do," Hamilton 
said, admitting she doesn't mind being called 
a "townie." 
In her rime as manager, she lived in 
the loft above the U-Court office with her 
husband Kenneth, enabling her to be by the 
student apartments at all times. The new 
manager currently lives above the office 
now to watch over the residents. 
Some student!> may have seen Hamilton 
as intimidating; she stands by her beliefs and 
expects all U-Gourt residents to heed her 
warnings and advice. 
"No one really ever said, 'Oh, she's 
terrible," Hamilton said. "I have to have 
some kind of reputation to precede me in 
order to handle 146 apartments with 400 
students in them." 
That reputation, according to 
sophomore Emily Becker, can be described 
in one word: responsible. 
"She would lend you money; or if you're 
late on rent, she will give you extra time," 
Becker said, noting Hamilton took good 
care of tenants and student workers. 
I Iowcver, Hamilton said this was 
certainly not the way she e>.'Pected her life 
to unfold after graduation. 
Her aspirations of teaching suddenJy 
halted when she got married to her high 
school sweetheart and fellow Eastern 
student during sophomore year of college. 
I lowever, she continued her education and 
graduated from Eastern with a bachelor's 
degree in 1974. 
After graduation, the Hamilton's lived 
in Charleston while Kenneth traveled 55 
miles to and from work and Doris worked 
odd jobs in McAfee Gymnasium. 
Graduate assistant Sparkle Anderson, 
who also helps Hamilton in many ways, 
describes her as a simple woman who treats 
everyone the same whether she busted up 
their party or they helped carry her groceries 
to her car. She is always nice to everybody 
no matter what. 
"This woman should have her own 
monument right in front of U-Court, just 
like Michael Jordan has one in front of the 
United Center," Anderson said jokingly. 
Hamilton has led the life she did not 
think of living growing up in Charleston. 
She has never lived anywhere else and did 
not have the typical college experience, but 
she said she would not have it any other 
way. 
She believes that everything happens 
for a reason, and no matter what happens 
during her retirement from Eastern, she is 
sure she will love not knowing what life has 
in store for her. 
U-COURTNOW 
Nancy Stone-Johnson saw the job 
opening in the Champaign News-Gautte 
and thought she couJd fill Doris Hamilton's 
shoes. 
"'I'm excited to work here on campus," 
Stone-Johnson said of the U-Court 
management position she was hired for. She 
started the position in the beginning of the 
zooro8 school year and loves it already. 
And she has the necessary experience to 
excel: Stone-Johnson has been in property 
management for 25 years and was a building 
inspector for five years. 
But with her new position comes many 
new responsibilities. She is in charge of 
leasing apartments, tenant disputes, intra-
apartment problems, handling complaints 
and breaking up parties. 
"I also help students achieve academic 
goals," Stone-Johnson said, explaining that 
she does this by providing her residents 
with a peaceful place to live and study. 
In return, she said her residents have 
been enthusiastic and fun to work with. The 
problems have not been too difficult she 
said, and when alcohol is involved, they are 
turned over to judicial affairs. 
"The party srarts on Thursdayl" Stone-
Johnson joked, noting the fact that the 
U-Court party scene begins after classes 
end on Thursday evenings, often lasting all 
weekend. 
There have been changes in the 
apartments as well. All balconies in the Giffin 
apartment were redone last suinmer, along 
with new carpet in some apartments. 
But the one thing Stone-Johnson will 
not change is the way the apartments were 
run while Hamilton was in charge. 
"She had been here for many years," 
she said "She has a good system going." 

Uncommon sport attracts wide interest 
Story by Christine Godbey 
• 
iscs soar into baskets as a new 
pastime sweeps through campus 
in early fall 2007. The newly 
designed and constructed disc 
golf course is becoming a favorite 
activity for many students. 
Students have gathered friends, and even 
dares, to participate in games of disc golf, also 
known as Frisbee golf, on the new course. 
"It's a nice place to just hang out with 
friends or to clear your mind," said Josh 
Boylcin, sophomore English major. 
Boykin, like other students who enjoyed 
playing Frisbee games, strayed from the 
popular game of ultimate Frisbee to attempt 
a new game on the disc golf course. 
"I started out playing ultimate Frisbee, 
and then moved to playing Frisbee golf," said 
Nathan Rasmussen. 
The student recreation center operates 
and maintains the course, which is located 
behind the Fourth Street parking lot. 
Equipment such as discs and scorecards are 
provided. 
The course wraps past the baseball field 
and runs alongside the Panther Trail. It 
consists of nine tee boxes and baskets and 
stretches a total of 3.450 feet. The rules 
of disc golf include yielding ro all walkers 
and joggers on the field or nearby trail, 
and considering paths and roads as out of 
bounds. 
A disc golf player starts with a disc at the 
first tee box. The disc is then thrown toward 
the corresponding basket. Like rules of club 
golf, disc golf baskets, like holes in club golf, 
have different pars. The object of the game 
is to get the disc into the basket in the least 
amount of throws. 
As the fall semester progressed, more and 
more students discovered the new facility. 
Students gathered in both large and small 
groups, usually in evenings or on weekends, 
to enjoy a game of disc golf. 
"With time and exposure, I think the 
course will become popular," said Boykin. 
"It's kind of and off-the-norm sport, but I 
think it will find its niche." 

,... 
Student smokers limited across campus 
Story by Kristan Cunningham 
' 
ake a breath. It's all so simple, it's something 
people take for granted everyday. Students walk 
around campus breathing in the crisp, fall air 
and suddenly realize that up ahead a group of 
smokers are gathered around a bench with a sign 
proclaiming "Designated Smoking Area." And no, they are 
not hanging out because they are all friends; it's because they 
have nowhere else to go. 
Outside buildings on campus, it is common to see groups 
of students taking a smoke break between classes. Whether 
students were in favor of smoking or against it, they all had 
an opinion. 
A new state policy established in 2007 gave students at 
Eastern a new topic to divide over. The Smoke Free Illinois 
Act was made a public policy on July 23, 2007 and went into 
cffectJan. 1, 2008. 
The bill points out that second-hand smoke causes 
65,000 deaths each year in the United States and 2,900 deaths 
in Illinois alone. It also says that second-hand smoke is the 
third leading cause of preventable deaths in the country. 
The bill also acknowledged that second-hand smoke 
causes heart disease, cancer and sudden infant death 
syndrome. 
Once in effect, smokingwiiJ be prohibited in public places 
such as bars, places of employment and government vehjcJes. 
The bill also said that smoking is not allowed within 15 feet 
of an entrance to a public place. This has a huge effects on 
the students and their choices as an individual. 
Andrew Hicks, freshman communications major and 
smoker, is against the smoking ban. 
"I think it's an invasion of personal rights," he said. 
I-Iicks predicts that rather than preventing smoking, the 
ban wiJJ have a negative backlash and will not stop people 
from smoking. 
If caught smoking in a public place, the smoker faces a 
fine between $roo and $250. 
Eastern has a Smoke-Free Campus Policy that already 
prohibited smoking in university facilities and vehicles. The 
policy also stated that, "The right of non-smokers to protect 
their health and comfort shall take precedence over another 
person's right to smoke." 
With the new policy in effect, many smokers might want 
to give up the habit. The Health Education Resource Center 
has tools to help these students. 
Smokers can sign up for motivational interviewing. This 
gives the student a chance to talk with a health educator and 
help reach their goal. 
The HERC also offers a CO-Rom with more information 
and a free quit smoking kit filled with tools to help students 
kick the habit for good. 
' fh<· l 1nivPrsrt\ i-; rf<·rfi< .JII•d to providing .1 healthy. comfortable, .wd 
productive \\or~ <·nv 1 ronnH'nt lor Pmplm·t•P., .liH I .,t ud< •nr.. < >hta in i ng 
.wd m.1intaming thi-. go.1l r<·qurre ... th(' willingness. understanding . 
• wd patience ol .1ll mt•nJh<•rs ol the< .1mpus r ommunitv. fiH' right nl 
non-smnkC'rs to prot<·< I thl'ir h<•,Jith .md comfort -.h.1ll t.lk<· prr•n• 
rf<•nn· ovPr ,1r)()tlwr p<•r-,on'<. right 1(1 smokt•." 
From www.eiu.edu 

Rugby team plays historical NCAA match 
Story by Adam Tedder 
Article from the Daily Eastern News 
' 
he Panthers were losing 15-12 on Sept. 
15, 2007 in the second half against 
West Chester in the first NCAA 
rugby match. 
It didn't seem like they were going to 
leave their territory as the Golden Rams were 
threatening to score again for a majority of the 
second half. 
Then, with 15 minutes left, junior Molly 
Clutter ran the ball 6o yards for what seemed 
like the third try of the day. But the referee had 
her down at the 1. 
With 10 minutes, 54 seconds left, junior 
wing Samantha Manto finished Clutters' drive 
scoring and gave Eastern the lead 19-15 after 
Victoria Rosales kick. 
But West Chester players would not relent 
as they came down the field once more and 
Sasha Stauffer scored, allowing the Golden 
Rams take back their lead 20-19. That was the 
last score of the day. 
The historic match came to a close with 
\Vest Chester winning 20-19. 
It was not the first time the Panthers and 
Golden Rams faced each other. The other time 
was Sept. 9, 2001, but this time, the Panthers 
did not win; this time, there was more on the 
line. 
The match by definition was an upset 
considering Eastern is a Division-! and West 
Chester is a Division-II school. 
Panther head coach Frank Graziano said he 
was upset that they did not win, but he said he 
could not have asked for a better match. 
"What a great way to start NCAA play," 
Graziano said. "Both teams played their 
guts out today. Either team could have won; 
unfortunately, we came out on the short end." 
A majority of the Panthers looked visibly 
upset after the match, but they all agreed that 
although they lost, they still had pride. 
"We didn't give up," senior prop Jaki 
Brophy said. "I'm proud of that." 
Clutter had scored the first try in NCAA 
rugby history in the 15th and 20th minutes. 
Graziano said he could not have been prouder 
of Clutter and her performance. 
"Molly played incredible," Graziano said. 
"She was all over the field , playing defense and 
scoring. That's the best game I've ever seen 
Molly play." 
Clutter said she felt the significance of the 
game was more important than, though she 
would have loved to win. 
Clutter had no disrespect for the Golden 
Rams, but said she thought they could have 
won. 
"Our team put up a good fight. Once we 
started winning, though, I think we let down 
a little." 
O'Rourke, the injuried senior captain, said 
she was proud of her teammates despite losing 
the match. 
"Everyone played hard and gave it their 
all." 



I astern Illinois University is located in Charles-ton, Ill., the county seat of Coles County, in east central Illinois. The city has a population of ap-proximately 20,000. The university campus is located on 320 
acres and consists of 72 buildings, including 12 
residence halls and 17 apartment buildings. The univer-
sity also owns wooded tracts near Charleston, which are 
used for nature study and life science research. 
The university was established as Eastern Illinois 
State Normal School in 1895 by the IUinois General As-
sembly. In response to growth and change, the institu-
tion became Eastern Illinois State Teachers College in 
1921, Eastern Illinois State College in 1947, and Eastern 
Illinois University in 1957. 
------------------------------------------~--
On-campus students, Fall 2007: 
Total - 1 0,544 
op three states Eastern students are from - Illinois (1 0,227), Florida (41 ) 
nd Missouri (21 ). 
hicago-area students make up about 40 percent of total enrollment. 
Map and information from 
www.eiu.edu 

Aug. 16 
Move-In Day begins 
Aug. 17 
Freshmen and transfer welcome 
Prowl members introduced 
Up All Nite in MLK Union 
Aug. 18 
Prowl Service Project: Car painting for kids 
Eastern scavenger hunt 
Quakin' in the Quad luau 
Aug. 19 
First Night at Alumni Clock Tower 

The Textbook Rental Service provides the students of Eastern with 
quality textbooks at an affordable cost. This service enables all 
students to take advantage of the educational opportunities of-
fered at the university, and to participate fully in their learning 
experiences, regardless of their financial resources. 
From www.eiu.edu 



RHA Kids Weekend, April13-14, 2007 
HAll THEMES 
Pemberton Hall: little Red Riding Hood 
Carman Hall: Wizard of Oz 
Greek Court: Gingerbread Man 
Andrews Hall: The l ittle Mermaid 
lawson Hall: Rapunzel 
Taylor Hall: Shrek 
Ford Hall: The lion King 

~n 
for 
Remembering Glorivette Alegr1a 
Story by Sara Cuadrado 
I unning a 5K seemed like the perfect event to honor the memory of Glorivette Alegria. The vivacious Eastern 
student loved to run and finished in the 
top-third of the Chicago Marathon in 
2005. She was planning on running it 
again in 2006. 
During Alegria's spring break in 
2006, she coUapsed on a treadmill in her 
home in Aurora. She was later found by 
a family member, and pronounced dead 
of liver and kidney failure the next day. 
To celebrate Alegria's life, the Run 
for Glory was established to raise mon-
ey for a scholarship in her honor. 
The Run for Glory rook place at 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Eastern on March 24, and participants 
could participate in a 5K run or a one-
mile run or walk. 
"I'd have co say the story (made me 
want co participate)," said Carie Grid-
er, sophomore family and consumer 
science major. 
Angie Taylor, senior communica-
tions major, organized the event with 
the help of many volunteers and some 
of Alegria's sorority sisters of Alpha 
Gamma Delta. 
"It kind of just came rogether," 
Taylor said. "It is the perfect event co 
honor her and to honor her life." 
While Taylor made it seem simple, 
putting rogether the event took a lot 
of work. They had to get the route ap-
Karina Alegria, cousin of Glorivctte Alegria, competes 
in the SK raise held March 24, 2007, to raise money 
for a scholarship in memory of Glorivette. She trav-
eled from Aurora to be a part of the Run for Glory. 
proved 
City Cou 
from local 
Only 
many. Alegria's 
start the race. 
flew in from Puerto 
"Remember 
therunning your best, 
about three steps in front 
Alegria's dad at the start out 
run. 
Alegria's high school teammate, 
Alberro Guevrad, was the first co finish 
the 5K with a time of 18 minutes and 27 
seconds. 

Events for Special Olympic participants in Area 9: 
Alpine Skiing 
Aquatics 
Athletics 
Basketball 
Bocce 
Bowling 
Cross Country Skiing 
Equestrian 
Figure Skating 
Floor Hockey 
Football (soccer) 
Golf 
Gymnastics (artistic) 
Gymnastics (rythmic) 
Powerlifting 
Softball 
Snowshoeing 
Speed Skating 
Tennis 
Volleyball 
Photo by Cayce Rasmussen 
Patrick Edward shows off the medal that he 
won while participating in the Special Olym-
pics at O'Brien Stadium on April 28, 2007. 

'We have the power, 
We have the might, 
The streets are ours, 
Take Back the Night!" 
"2-4-6-8, 
No more violence, 
No more rape!" 
"However we dress, 
Wherever we go, 
Yes means yes, 
No means no!" 

The Martin Luther King Jr. University Union 
also features: 
Hair salon 
Bowling alley and arcade 
Campus bank 
Java Beanery & Bakery 
Food court 
Various meeting rooms 
Bookstore 
Convenience store 

'Por 
your 
Easterns Rec Center top in state 
Story by Stacey Moran 
I n the fall of 1991, a dream was realized when Eastern's Student Recreation Center opened. The $6.4 million, 70,500 square-foot facility ca-ters to an average of 2,000 people a day. During the first few weeks of the spring, the rec center averages 
anywhere from 3,000 to s,ooo people a day as stu-
dents try to achieve New Year's resolutions and get ready for 
spring break. 
"I come a couple times a week and usually attend the ab 
classes and occasionally other ones that are offered," said Al-
lie Burgener, junior sociology major. 
The mission statement 
provide a wide range of co-curri 
that allow for the intellectual, per 
growth of the students, faculty and 
to foster the development of 
and the creation of a healthful lifestyle 
A variety of classes including: c 
and others are offered by the rec center. 
or Sarah Daugherty, the three most popular 
abs, kickboxing and Pilates. 
The rec center is one of the top college 
in the state of Illinois. According to Daugherty, the 
center has more elliptical machines than Illinois State 
Western combined. The rec center is proud to have some 
the newest equipment available. 
There are six indoor basketball courts in the rec center 
that can easily be converted to volleyball and badminton 
courts. One of the courts is enclosed for whiffieball and soc-
cer. There are also three multi-purpose rooms that are used 
for aerobic dance sessions, martial arts and various other ac-
tivities. The cardia area is upstairs and it includes elliptical 
trainers with TV. monitors, treadmills, stationary bikes, step-
pers, rowers and many other machines. Stretching areas have 
medicine balls and exercise balls available. The rec center also 
has a r/8 mile suspended jogging track and two free-weight 
areas. 
On the main level of the rec center, there is a student 
lounge with a big-screen television and comfortable seating. 
Students also have the option of using the ping pong tables 
in the atrium. 
In Spring 2007, the rec center opened the disc golf course, 
which has been popular with many students. Also outside are 
four softball diamonds, four football and soccer fields, 16 bas-
ketball baskets, tennis courts and a pavilion. 
There is also a popular intramural program for Eastern 
students, faculty and staff to participate in various team 
sports. Individuals, residence halls and Greek organizations 
compete in sports like volleyball, soccer, flag football, floor 
hockey and basketball in cutthroat competitions all year. 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Gregory Taylor, freshman business management ma-
jor, attempts a slam dunk in between pick-up games 
at the Student Recreation Center on Oct. 8, 2007. 

Brain food at Eastern: 
MLK Union Food Court 
Taylor Dining 
Andrews Dining 
Thomas Dining 
Stevenson Towers 
Carman Dining 
Three on-campus convenience stores 

Hospitality catering course 
CREDITS 
One credit hour = 30 man hours 
Two credit hours = 60 man hours 
PREREQUISITES 
FCS 11 20 and FCS 1121 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Marla ina Harper, junior family and consumer sciences major, spreads 
a tablecloth over a banquet table while setting up for the Dietetic 
Internship Site Supervisors Luncheon on Oct. 10, 2007. Hospitality 
catering students prepare the events and the food served in exchange 
for course credit . 

Available to students: 
Student Services: Coleman Hall 
Health Services: Human Services Building 
Career Services: Human Services Building 

11 8eing able to party in the 
driveway. 11 
-Amanda Partola, junior communication 
disorders and sciences major, on what she 
likes most about living off campus. 
Photo by Eric H iltner 
Kyle Hatton, sophomore sports management major, 
watches cars drive by as he enjoys the fall weather 
on the porch of his Fourth Street house Oct. 11, 
2007. Hatton is one of the many Eastern students 
who enjoy living in off-campus housing. 

~ck 
the 
REO Speedwagon wows families 
Story by Kate Fisher 
I old out before being available to the public, REO Speedwagon tick-ets were an extra-hot commodity this fall. 
REO Speedwagon came 
to Eastern, or according to lead vo-
calist Kevin Cronin, "REO Coun-
try," on Family Weekend in Octo-
ber. The classic rockers from the 
midwest brought their electrifying 
live performance to the stage at 
Lantz Arena in front of 3,100 stu-
dents and families. 
The EIU Parents Club an-
nounced and recognized the schol-
arship rec1p1ents before REO 
Speedwagon made their way to the 
stage to perform their brand new al-
bum "Find Your Own Way Home," 
and play all of their classic songs 
such as "Can't Fight this Feeling," 
and "Keep on Loving You." 
Lantz Arena seemed to be the 
perfect venue for the REO show. 
"No matter where you sat, you 
had a great view," said Kelsey De-
pew, sophomore communications 
disorders major. This was Depew's 
second REO concert, but the bet-
ter one due to the smaller, more 
personal venue. 
It seemed even more personal 
when Kevin Cronin was surprised 
with a birthday cake right after the 
third song. The cheerleaders, band 
members and fans all sang "Happy 
Birthday" to him as he blew out his 
candles. 
Tim Brungard, a freshman kine-
siology major, went to the concert 
and sat in the seventh row. This 
was Brungard's fourth REO con-
cert but one of the better ones, be-
cause parents and students around 
him were singing and standing. 
Brungard was a little surprised 
at the age difference in the fans , as 
REO's music proved to be popular 
to all ages at the show. 
REO made the age difference 
apparent between students and par-
ents at the concert, when Cronin 
said that students use cell phones 
while parents use lighters to wave 
in the air during the slow songs. 
Everyone in attendance stood 
for the finale; fans watched REO 
Speedwagon play their last song 
"Riding the Storm out," which 
made everyone wish for more. 
REO Speedwagon was brought 
to Eastern by the University Board, 
which hosts several concerts in the 
fall and spring semesters. 
Photo by Karla Browning 
Kevin Cronin, lead singer of REO Speedwagon, p layed 
his guitar for the sold-out Family Weekend REO 
Speedwagon Concert on Oct. 6, 2007. The concert 
in Lantz Arena happened to fall on Cronin's birthday, 
and he was presented a cake on stage. 

echnological Toys: 
P3 player 
ell phone 
ump drive 
omputer 
ersonal digital assistant <PDAl 
am era 

l36th annual Miss Black EIU contestants: 
Veronica Starr Edmond, junior 
Carina Bowman, junior 
'Kauntessa Wyatt, junior 
"'mber Hazzard, freshman (winner) 

Homecoming 2007 events 
House Decks 
Coronation 
Window Painting 
Celebrity limo contest 
"B leed Blue Blood Drive" 
Yel l Like Hel l 
"Who wants to be a Mascot" 
"Paint the town Blue" 
Pep Rally 
2.5k Race/Walk 
Parade 
Ta ilgate 
Photos by Eric Hiltner 
(Top Left) Mr. Firecraker, Dayton Black, 
waves his crown to the passing crowds 
during the homecoming parade. 
(Bottom Left) Efren Ramirez, commonly 
know for his role as Pedro in " Napoleon 
Dynamite," plays a harmonica while 
emceeing the homecoming pep rally in 
Lantz Arena. 
(Center) Keith Cox from Bike & Hike 
jumps over four kids on his bicycle dur-
ing the homecoming parade Oct. 20, 
2007. 
Photo by Karolina Strack 
(Above) Dave Mejia performs as Tony the Trojan dur-
ing the "Who Wants to be a Mascot?" portion of Yell 
Lil<e Hell. 

Fall 2007 home football games 
Aug. 30 • Tennesee Tech W 45-24 
Sept. 15 • Illinois State L 24-21 
Oct. 6 • Eastern Kentucky L 28-21 
Oct. 20 • Tennessee-Martin W 29-23 
Nov. 17 • Samford W 33-17 

Tragedy 
'Brings 
' J 
Micah Rucker opens eyes 
Story by Christine Godbey 
• 
fter his girlfriend of two 
years was killed by a 
drunk driver, Eastern's 
lead footballer Micah 
Rucker brought Univer-
sity Members Against 
Drunk Driving (UMADD), a uni-
versity organization made to pro-
mote Mothers Against Drunk Driv-
ing (MADD), to campus. MADD 
works to spread awareness about 
underage drinking, high risk drink-
ing, and impaired driving. Colleges, 
and their student leaders, brought 
UMADD to campuses across the 
U.S. to establish clear and effective 
policies designed to minimize alco-
hol-related problems. 
"I really wanted to get the 
word out about the risks and con-
sequences of drunk driving and un-
derage drinking," said Rucker. 
Cindy Tozer, Eastern's Direc-
tor of Academic Services, worked 
with Rucker to start UMADD. 
The organization strives to inform 
students of the risks of drinking 
underage and drunk driving. 
The organization accomplished 
this by getting the student body 
involved events and promotions 
of the group. In the first week of 
the 2007-08 school year, UMADD 
gave out 200 shirts, planned stu-
dent events such as the Respect 
for Youth (RFY) football game and 
invited a guest speaker Joe Rhea, a 
spinal cord injury survivor, to speak 
on the dangers of drinking and driv-
ing. 
Rhea visited campus on Sept. 
12, when he told personal stories 
about his injury; the struggles he 
faced when paralyzed and stories 
of others who made the mistake of 
drinking and driving and the con-
sequences they faced. Many of the 
stories, pictures and videos brought 
tears and sadness to view-
ers' eyes and concern to 
their hearts. 
The organization 
planned to keep moving 
forward throughout the 
years by planning events 
and fundraisers for future 
years. Rucker, Tozer and a 
crew of dedicated students 
worked to build a solid 
foundation for the new 
organization so the organi-
zation will be able to grow 
and teach. 
"We plan on getting 
the younger students on 
campus involved so our or-
ganization can grow," said 
Rucker. "RFY is planning 
more fundraisers and ways 
to get them involved." 
Rucker and the many 
others working to build up 
UMADD on campus have 
high hopes for the future of 
the organization. 
Photos by Eric Hiltner 
(Top) Inspirational speaker Joe Rhea tells his story about how he was paralyzed from the ned. 
down and his recuperation during the University Members Against Drunk Driving event in the 
Grand Ballroom Sept. 9, 2007. 
(Bottom) A prop brain and spinal cord lie on the Grand Ballroom stage during Joe Rhea's talk 
about brain and spinal cord mjuries, which left him partially paralyzed when he was 14, dunng 
the University Members Against Drunk Driving event Sept. 12, 2007. 


The Office of Study Abroad at 
Eastern helps students plan for: 
Cultural shock 
Health and safety 
Immigration and government 
f'vloney and finances 
'Travel advice 
Course recommendations 
Photo submitted 
From left: Meredith Bedwell, sophomore accounting major; Wendy Hill, 
senior public relations major; and Jackie Quirke, junior education major, 
all studied abroad in Salamanca, Spain from July 1, 2007 through Aug. 10 
2007. All three Eastern students are Spanish minors, and were able to take 
weekend trips during their time studying abroad. 
007 Eastern colleges enrollment 
ciences, Dean Mary Ann Hanner- 2,530 
rts and Humanities, Dean James K. Johnson - 1,895 
ducation and Professional Studies, Dean Diane Jackman- 3,559 
usiness and Applied Science, Dean Diane Hoadley- 2,680 
ther/undecided - 1,515 
Photo by Cara Fumagelli 
Rachel Webber, senior special education major, cuts 
out dog puppets in the Buzzard Hall lTC Lab for her 
student lead elementary class. Webber is enrolled in 
Eastern's College of Education and Professional Stud-
ies, the largest student-enrolled college at the univer-
sity. 

places to sing, dance, drink: 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
A) 's 
Bar217 
Uptowner 
Station 
Jerry's 
Students packed The Panther Paw bar on Jan. 11 , 
2008, to watch the cover band Mike & Joe play a 21-
and-over show. Though the coming of bands usually 
means a cover charge for bar admission, Eastern stu-
dents typically do not have to pay cover in Charleston 
on most weekends. 

11TOM, TOM, TOM, TOM! 11 

Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Barbara Harrington, freshman journalism and English major, did not 
know Paige Farris, an undecided freshman, before they moved into 
their lawson Hall room in October 2007. Harrington previously ex-
perience roommate trouble with her assignmed random in the be-
ginning of the 2007-08 school year. 

How Eastern helps students prepare: 
Individual student consultations 
lassroom and residence hall instruction 
30-minute student workshop series 
iagnostic testing 
rning-related software 
I programs 
I services 
by Eric Hiltner 
David, sophomore biology major and dining hall 
arranges candy canes on the dessert table at 
as Dining Hall. The free finals feast was of-
to students as a way to help them unwind during 
week in the fall 2007 semester. 

ng is the key essential for 
ng it through college. 11 
-Nicole Conrad, sophomore 

Eastern's graduation rate is at an all-time 
high, currently standing at 61 percent, 5 
percent higher than the national average. 
From www.eiu.edu 

Photo by Dixie Sexton 
· lin Bieda, freshman theater arts major, fills out a sorori~ 
calling car and Ballroom of the Martin luther King 
Jr. University Union. Pote embers had one last chance-
to rank the houses in order of importance after visiting their 
top three choices on Preference ight of recruitment. Bieda 
ultimately ended up in Della Della Delta Sorority. 
ALI'H~ 
• L;~N\N\~ PELT~ • 
A r A President: Kristen Wilson L.l VP Member Dev.: Katie Nicholson VP Operations: Jackie Alexander VP Finance: Toni Roan 
Nicole Alexander • Christina Allen • Liza Baumgartner • Andrea Beers • Brimey Belletini • Loren Bellenti • Caitlin 
Below • Robin Bentley • Sara Bentley • Tiffany Berglund • Kristina Boron • Carolyn Bostrom • Jenna Bovie • Lisa Car-
roll • Krista Carson • Emily Clarke • Julie ColJier • Emily Dawson • Nicole DcMaine • Ashley Dunham • Kayla Ensor • 
Amelia Falat • Samantha Fedoric • Megan Feit • Kelly Fitzgerald • Abby Gallagher • Heather Gay • Amy Gielow • Haley 
Gilbert • Anna Greco • Samantha Grosso • Chelsea Hale • Brittany llardy • Stephany llartman • i\lelissa Hempen • Ellen 
I ferget • Bailey Herman • Haley Hinrichsen • Christine I lowe • Carly I Iughes • Jill Jokish • 'ancy Kater • Amy Knoll • 
Laura La Dew • Kaylynne Lehnert • Andrea Martin • Colleen McCann • Casey McClain • Keirstyn McEvoy • Caitlynn 
Mchochko • Emily Mieure • Lauren Minow • Brittany Mooney • Brittany i\lroz • Katclyn Muntzenberger • Jessica Nau-
man • Samantha cal • Meghan Testi • Katie Nicholson • Jamie Orcutt • Christine Ozier • Jill Pomazak • Lauren Randall 
• Amanda Redmond • Toni Roan • Srehanie Rymarczyk • Rachel Sabella • Brittney Sager • Kelly Salamone • Sarah Scobbe 
• Brittany Sexron • Kara Shively • Samantha Sizemore • Marcy Sklar • Lauren Slater • Rachel Snyder • Kendra Sotak e 
Ashley Sterkowitz • Abbie Switzer • Kala Thompson • Alicia Tocnnics • Katherine Tumpane • Amelia Turner • Katelyn 
Wabol • Danielle Wachter • Brittany Wells • Kristen Wilson • Maggie Wilson • Courtney Wodarski 
•• 
• 
• • 
• rHI 
A~ Presiilent : Lauren Hogeboom '::1:' VP Operations: Maggie Munin Treasurer: Emily Meal VP New Member Ed.: Stephanie Gertz 
Jackie Abraham • Brittany Amari • Sarahi Bear • Corey Behenna • Corinne Berger • Stacey Berger • Gail Bilenko • Bridget 
Brennan • Leanne Browne • Ashley Broz • Deanna Cairo • Kyleigh Campbell • Jacki Carmichael • Caitlin Carroll • Kather-
ine Comarolli • Sarah Clark • Erica Colello • Colleen Comiskey • Megan Connolly • Amanda Cook • Mary Coughlin • Kary 
DeHaven • Claire Dennis • Allyson Dinkle • Christina Doti • Laura Duckett • Anna D umelle • Kelley Erlenbaugh • Kari 
Flanigan • Marry Frabizio • Alicia Funes • Stephanie Gertz • Alyssa Godzicki • Nicole Godzicki • Brittany Graff • Brittany 
Gundlach • Ginny Hanover • Lauren Hogeboom • Emily Houston • Katie Howard • Alicia Hudson • Amanda Johnson • 
Alyssa Kahlharnmer • Gianna Kahlhammer • Ashley Karpus • Allison Karwowski • Mallory Kinley • CeCe Kosiba • Becca 
Kovacs • Brittany Kraft • Courtney Kresach • Ashley LaBee • Megan Lahey • Terra Langer • Erin Langlotz • Dana Latka 
• Lydia Lencioni • Christina Lockwald • Lauren Mandac • Liz Mast • Carly McCoy • Kristen McNellis • Amanda Mo-
rong • Heather Mulea • Maggie Munin • Abby Nelson • Kristina Nootball • Brooke Nowak • Brittney O'Connor • Nicole 
Oelschlager • Gillian Ouska • Amanda Paluzzi • Megan Patterson • Samantha Plaia • Katie Ragona • Kristie Reeter • Alissa 
Rendall • Megan Riccetti • Caitlin Ring • Danielle Roemersberger • Ali Romano • Kristen Russler • Tosia Sas • Angie 
Schaefer • Molly Schiller • Karolyn Schultz • Jessica Serpico • Morgan Slattery • Samantha Slowiak • Kylie Stecker • Mandy 
SteRhens • Margaret Stock • Rachel Szykowny • Ashlton Temby • Michelle Teska • Ashley Theis • Tricia Urbanowski • 
White • White • Zumwalt 
ALrH~ 
• fi'N\~ ALrH~ 
~thy Smith 
Usa Turner 
Gina Allegretti • Balencia Anderson • Adriana Andreou • Meaghan Baggot • Kaitlyn Barkowski • Rory Barron • 
Ashleigh Baytala • Brittany Beach • Tricia Belvilacqua • Andrea Brady • Heather Caldwell • Kelsey Clifford • Chrysta 
Cochrane • Erika Collier • Michelle Chrusciel • Kathryn Czerkies • Gena Davidson • Laura Deisher • Megan Dineen 
• Michelle Donarski • Jessica Duffin • Colleen Duffner • Ashley Dykstra • Jessica Fannin • Megan Farrell • Ashley 
Gartner • Julia Gellespie • Mary Gerhardt • Sarah Greenwald • Megan Griffin • Crystal Grissom • Stephanje Hamby 
• Emily Hartwig • Samantha Hatz • Jamie HildiDger • Amy Hopper • Tiffany Holtgrave • Danielle Jacques • Col-
leen Karrigan • Kelly Kemerly • Catherine Knobbe • Kara Kooken • Nicole Kornita • Dana Krolikjewicz • Saman-
tha Lynch • Stephanie Mair • Sarah Manfucci • Kimberly McCoy • Katie Michael • Sarah Milen • Melissa Miller • 
Heather Mitchell • Julia Murphy • Katharine Olnas • Carie Pankow • Kyrie Park • Missy Patton • Sariah Quimby • 
Samantha Rawlings • Michelle Romano • Jessica Rottmann • Alicia Rumchak • Cassie Schnarr • Amy Sermersheim. 
Kelly Sherlock • Jennifer Sliozis • Kathy Smith • Emily Stewart • Jenna Stuckey • Colleen Tapling • Dawn Thomas • 
Tanya Thomas • Kelly Toman • Katelyn Torua • Lisa Turner • Erin Walsh • Kathy West • Jenna Wright • Erin 
• •• 
• 
• • 
• 
~- ---~ ~-- - ~-- ::-.-··~·~..-~~ - ---- --~ ---- - - ~~ 
' ' . ' 
--'" 
Melissa Alf • Victoria Allen • Heather Angarana • Ashley Arvidson • Alli Badeusz • Gwen Barrett • Lauren Beecher • 
Audrey Beeson • Ashley Bertocchi • Jenna Blandi • Kirsten Brill • Jennifer Brown • Mary Buch • Kristen Cagle • Cyn-
thia Campos • Stephanie Cascio • Nicole Charleston • Chelsea Crill • Brandi De Young • Jaclu Farrell • Stacy Fleisher 
• Johanna Frick • Jill Friend • Sarah Friestad • Emily Froemel • Brittni Garcia • Annalisa Garetto • Anna Gerrardo • 
Jessie Gorniak • Amy Gostomelsky • Crystal Greco • Kayleigh Hawrysio • Lexi Hazen • Ashley Hoogstraten • Ashley 
Hubbard • Courtney Kane • Laura Kastor • Sarah Kelle • Amanda Keen • Julie Kleist • Katelyn Kordecki • Jen Leeds • 
Ashley Lendardi • Lori Lienhop • Ashley Luther • Erin Mackin • Emily Manhart • Ashley Maser • Maggie McFarland 
• Ashley Melhouse • Brigitte Mueller • Kelly Mueller • Melissa Neylon • Brittany Niwa • Cindy Olszynski • Mandi 
Ossler • Amanda Palarz • Kelly Palmer • Val Poerio • Sabrina Pripusich • Christine Raunch • Amanda Richardson • 
Jessy Riemer • Shanna Rocco • Jane Ruppert • Melissa Schaeffer • Jamie Schneider • Bernice Schopf • Kelly Schwarz 
• Catherine Smith • Elise Sommerfield • Cate Spano • Courtney Spidle • Ashlee Stillman • Lindsey Sutton • Abigail 
Thompson • Nicole Udowitz • Maria Ustupski • Val Velez • Tracie Vitalie • Jessica Wallace • Alissa Wodek • Lora Wodek 
• K~lly Yamamoto 
PELT~ 
• PELT~ PELT~ • •• 
• President : Michelle Vervynck Treasurer: Sarah Shenaut 
VP Development: Ashley Marrinson Secretary: Sam Neil 
~~~~--------------, 
Rachel Alexander • Amanda Barnett • Stacey Battaglia • Carolyn Beat • Morgan Berry • Caitlin Bieda • Ashley Bier-
mann • Ashlee Blankenship • Katie Boland • Jess Born • Katelyn Bruski • Carrie Carnaghi • Lauren Clock • Ashley 
Cook • Carissa Coon • Melissa Cunningham • Mallory Devens • Leah De Young • Rachel Dihle • Amanda Dugan • 
Diana Dugdale • Elizabeth Dwyer • Courtney Elliot • Gabby Gee • Corie Grider • Samantha Hoffert • Amy Housing 
• Cassidy Johns • Lindsey Kammer • Leslee Karch • Krystyn Katsibubas • Kristin Kauzlarich • Amanda Keirn • Geri 
Kizior • Meghan Klein • Stephanie Klein • Alison Kostelich • Kelly Kuball • Andrea Kulik • Jessica Lange • Amanda 
Lempera • Laurel Livingston • Shannon Lott • Stacy Lybe • Kelly Maher • Valerie Mancuso • Ashely Martinson • 
Natalie Masciopinto • Quinn Matthews • Claudia McDermott • Audrey Mclain • Emily Miller • Kiri MilJer • Rachel 
Miller • Alexis Moffitt • Anna Morris • Sam Neil • Corey O'Keefe • Brittany Osika • Gina Pizzolato • Melisas Pluta • 
Deej Rolewski • Colleen Sankowski • Lindsey Sayre • Jcnn Scheef • Sara Schlichting • Amber Scott • Sarah Shenaut 
• Sara Sobotka • Sarah Stanislawski • Ashley Stockdale • Lauren Stotts • Christina Szmurlo • Michelle VerVynjc • 
Dawn Williams • Kristina Witt • Erin Wyrobek • Kim Zydek • Laura Zotto • 
• • 
• ZET~ 
AZ President : Rachel Kehr 
L-1 VP Recruitment: Jessica Perillo 
Treasurer: Jayme Glaze 
Secretary: Karli Klingaman 
Tricia Addame • Karas Albrecht • Stephanie Anderson • Jen Aviles • Lauren Bailey • Nicole Baker • Laura Biehl • Janelle Blocker • 
Adrienne Boracuk • Michelle Bosco • Meagan Braden • Lisa Bradley • Lauren Brichetto • Taylor Brucker • Jarrah Bruening • Courtney 
Brugeman • Theresa Brzeznaik • Cristen Campbell • Rachel Caprio • Elizabeth Carey • Meredith Carlison • Emily Caulk • Michelle 
Christerson • Jackie Cirko • Jill David • Christine Dazzo • Caitlan Dolan • Alyssa Domek • Kristina Domek • Nicole Dulla • Katherine 
Fisher • K risten Fisher • Michelle Frukacz • Jayme Glaze • Ceitie Glenn • Christine Godbey • Amanda Goldman • Erica Goodman • 
Jessica Henson • Sabrina Hoedebecke • Lee Ann I Iolland • Michelle Jacobitz • Kate Jenkins • Brianna Johnston • Tammy Jones • Kelli 
Jordan • Rachel Kehr • Kate Kelly • Brittany KJemenswicz • Karli Klingaman • Katie Kostelny • Carmen Kramer • Leah Kutches • 
Kate! in Lauf • Kayce Lauf • Katherine Levis • Alexa Little • Rosella Lollino • Mallory Maine • Mackenzie Malley • Ingrid McCallister 
• Jenny McCormick • Jamie Monaco • Jessica Montgomery • Michelle Murphy • Kenzi Murray • Lenzi Murray • Melissa Myerscough 
• Ashleigh Nurdin • Colleen O'Donnell • Jessica Perillo • Lauren Phillips • Cara Pittman • Sara Potts • Bridget Prendergast • Katelyn 
Raber • Samantha Raber • Ashton Rauch • Erica Res tier • RaKe! Rich • Sarah Richardson • Dana Richert • Jackie Rinke! • Jenny Rinke! 
• Jessica Rinke! • Melissa Rivera • Natica Robinson • Jessica Rosignal • Karoline Rozbiewski • Emily Russell • Sam Sanders • Michele 
Schiffer • Katie Schuerman • Stephanie Simpson • Natalie Smith • Whitney Speth • Tricia Spuck • Ashley St. Peter • Kimmi Stepleton • 
Amanda Stetzer • Lesleigh Stevens • AliStroud • Brandy Syzdek • Kaylee Tarris • Ashley Van Nevel• Lu Veseli • Ashley Wallace • Lindsay 
Wa~niak • Beth Weiser • Aslysha Zang 
PELT~ 
• --- -- ------~- -- --;· ·-.· ~--.,-_-..~ -.---.--,,.~~- - ~ - ...__...,._...- --.. ----~.~~~- - ---------.· -----,. ---, 
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• . •. , ._ ·-- • . ~ . I - - . -. ·I - . , • - .!._ • ., , 1 ' - ~ -.- ~ 
Megan Altmayer • Sam Askwith • Karla Atchinson • Chelsea Backes • Dana Balogh • Emily Bava • Tracie Bearden • Meredith 
Bedwell • Meghan Bell • Cayla Biehler • Julie Blessman • Amanda Bowman • Laura Brager • Gloria Brown • Nicki Carder • Jamie 
Carrigan • Trina Cattani • Emily Chandler • Lesley Cheney • Paulina Chomczyk • 1racy Coon • Whitney Crnokrak • Rachel 
Cronholm • IGm Delllltro • Ashley Dockins • Colleen Doherty • Jeanne Dolan • Tara Dolphin • Jenny Dubina • Sarah Earnh.art 
• Natalie Ehorn • Whitney Engle • Michelle Evankoe • Christy Franklin • Jessica Flellllng • Alexandra Foster • Lindsey Goers 
• Jessica Goff • Marina Goldshteyn • Jenna Grabiec • Stephanie Habenicht • Val Haeger • Lindsey Hagmeyer • Chelsea Hahn 
• Jill Hanley • Sarah Harcharik • Abby Harrison • Caitlin Harte • Michelle Hellesen • Emma Henigman • Kourtney Higgins • 
Madeline Hoercher • Caitlin Horan • Emily Horigan • Kathryn Imburgia • Audrey Iverson • Britney Jones • Kristen Kotowski 
• IGm LaVelle • Andrea LaJeunesse • Cassandra Ledvina • Heidi Lintvedt • Megan Little • Kaitlin Long • Jessie Lukanich • Jes-
sica Lyerla • Heather Magee • Meghan Matrhies • Breanne McCambridge • Rachael McDermotr • Jill McDonnell • Samantha 
MciGnley • Kelly McMahon • Mo Miller • Angelina Montleon • Elizabeth Moore • Laura Morton • Mary Morton • Melissa 
Mueller • Jaime Muller • Lia Munoz • Kerry Musenbrock • :Nicole Musurlian • Laura Newman • Morgan Nicol • Megan Ogulnick 
• Lauren Owczaruk • Katie Palmer • Christina Perrone • Becca Pilolla • Lauren Rimnac • Jessica Rising • Ali Roth • Elizabeth 
Sandejas • Jenna Shike • Jessica Shroeder • Alex Shuette • Hollie Sllllth • Molly Stewart • Catherine Valavanis • Kristin Vetrove. 
• Lisa Vmyard • Lindsay Wagner • Lace Walton • Megan Welker • Jenny Wesen • Katie Wilburn • Ashley Wisniewski • Jessica 
Witte • Carrie Wojewocki • Kelsey Wolk • Andrea Yadron • Laura Zimmermann 
• • 
• K~f'f'~ 
~K President : Kelly Goodpaster Exec. VP: Katie Miquelon VP Finance: Alicia Henderson Secretary: Amanda Truttmann 
Nicole Adami • MaJiory Ahrens • Kristy Anderson • Amber Bilina • Stephanie Birnbaum • Elyse Borinstein • Heather 
Brighton • Elizabeth Brock • Katie Brysch • Sarah Carmody • Kailey Carroll • Samantha Cole • Jaci Crowley • Jennica 
Dehority • Christina DeVitto • Christina DiLaJio • Kristina Donash • Nina Dziedzinskyj • Lindsey Eairheart • Julie 
Edwards • Ashley Egley • Ellen Eichberger • Courtney Engler • Eileen Ford • Margaret Foss • Sara Francis • Nicole 
Frasor • Sarah Freund • Cara Fumagalli • Ashley Gerber • Devin Giesel • Kelly Goodpaster • CrystaJ Goodwin • Allie 
Grotts • Jenna Hakes • Paige Hamilton • Lindsay Harper • Kelsey Hatch • Hillary Hatfield • Alisha Henderson • 
Dana Henrichsen • Michelle HHlerud • Brittany Hochstetter • Shannon Hosey • KristenJasin • LaDonnaJenkins • 
Kristen Karpus • Kenzie Keefer • Stephanie Keenan • Mara Kolze • Alicia Kouri • Meghan Leonard • VaJerie Lerro • 
Megan Loeffler • Jenna Lucio • Lauren Lucio • Alyssa McMahon • Allison McNutt • Katie Miquelon • Jessica Mor-
rison • Kristin Mueller • Meredith Mueller • Elyse Myers • Brittany Nalley • Tiffany Nation • Keyna Nelson • Kiley 
O'Brien • Kristin O'Kelly • Nikki Oboikovitz • Megan Phipps • Brittany Raupp • Amanda Raz • Bridget Rice • Paige 
Roth • Taylor Ruprecht • Brette Shelley • Nina Sigler • Colleen Silk • Kara Smoltich • Laura Smoltich • Jenna Spara-
cio • Hayley Sparrow • Chelsey Sprehe • Julie Staffan • Jennifer Swanson • Sara Swartz • Lauren Swords • Amanda 
Truttmann • Becky Vannorsdel • Kimberly Varland • Cassie Vedros • Brittney Waite • Chane! Watts • Taryn Wegener 
• Ka_rolina Wesolowski • Ashlee White • Adriana Zulanas 
~ ~ ~ President: Toni Radzik 
~ ~ ~ Vice President: Jamie Pence 
Treasurer: Amy Gaydo 
Secretary: laura Strus 
Emily Abel • Kay lee Babbs • Kate Baum • Trcssa Bird • Sarah Blue • Lindsay Bohlin • Jill Bokoski • Terri 
Brown • Jenny Campbell • Jess Campbell • Eillen Caron • Dana Casalino • Steph Ceranec • Emily Cleary • Sara 
Cuadrado • Maggie Daniels • Jess D'Ascanio • Sarah Deleo • Sarah DeMartino • Amy Dihle • Kara Donash 
• Ashley Doucette • Jessie Dwiggins • Caitlyn Gillespie • Ally Farrell • Nicole Fuenres • Jenny Gallion • Amy 
Gaydo • Megan Gei~s • Kate Geyer • Jenny Gimmanco • Sarah Greer • Keely I loch • Brooke Jones • Jenny 
Kelly • Jill Killough • Vicki Lahrman • Erika Lazzerini • j enni Maple • Cary Markus • Mallory Martin • Jodi 
Matheny • Taylor McCabe • Laura McCafferry • Emily McClain • Kristen Minarik • ]en Monkman • Megan 
Morris • Jen Mortimer • Jcn Mortar • Amanda J\,loxley • Ashley Nolan • Alyssa Obradovich • Jenna Olson • 
Jessica Olson • Diane Pappas • Ashley Pearison • Jamie Pence • Emily Peralta • Melissa Pritzl • Betsy Quin • 
Toni Radzik • Janet Roche • Katie Robie • Lauren Rucks • Lauren Schuman • Jenny Smith • Hannah Stericker • 
Lindsay Strobel • Laura Strus • Melanie Summers • Devin Taylor • Laura Thomas • Val Tischler • Kendra Tripp e 
• Emma Troccoli • Emily Veach • Jessie Vieu • Josie Wallace • Cara Watkins • Kristen Weaver • Sarah Willis • 
Laurie Workman • Ashley Wyss 
• 
• • 
• 
AT("\ President: Rob Dalaskey ~ lJ Vice President: AJ Brasel Treasurer: Paul Zurek Secretary: Ben Sheroky 
Jacob Blum • Sean Boente • Andrew Boland • Sean Bostick • AJ Brasel • Dan Bujwit • Rob Dalaskey • Mike 
Deg • Brandon Farley • John Florio • Damon Fox • Bradley Hill • Alex Hoentzler • Steve Karrow • Rob Kenne-
dy • Lane Kirby • Kiel Laidlaw • John Lenzen • Dustin Long • Ben Mahan • Ray Marchlewicz • Matt Mattingly 
• Pat McConkey • Jay McDevitt • Chris McGarel • Jack McMahon • Justin Myers • Kevin Olifirowicz • Jason 
Reagle • Kyle Rose • Alex Ruth • Corey Self • Ben Sheroky • Aaron Shoemaker • Andrew Simpson • Andrew 
Smith • Nick Sykes • Tony Tanner • Garrett Warner • Jacob Wheeler • Max Wisniewski • Paul Zurek 
PELT~ 
• 
• f 
----------------------------------------· President: Bobbie Mitchell Treasurer- Greg Rowdier 
Vice President - Chris Benne« Sergeant at Arms - Mike Hilty 
------------------~----
Cody Allison • Brian Aycock • Chris Bennett • Matt Busse • Greg BowdJer • Alex Capoyianes • Randy Carpernter 
• Alex Cisek • Brian Citta • Eric Coalson • Carl Erd • August Figliulo • Ryan Gaynor • Nick Green • Justin I [arty 
• Mike Hilty • Andy IIo • Drew Huffman • Keith Innocenti • Matt King • Will Koehler • Dan Koznarski • Jeff 
Landwehr • Mike Medick • Bobbie Mitchell • Nick Ortberg • Dan O'Farrell • Brandon Powal • Chad Quinones 
• Brandon Stayner • Matt Stevens • Joel Stillson • Scott Tresch • Andy Welker • Chad Whitfield • Ryan Wilson • 
Eric Zabinski • Joe Zoubek • Rick Zuno 
T~V PELT~ 
AT A President: Matt Toren 
L.l L.l Vice president: Jim Kreher 
---
Secretary: Alex Woods 
Treasurer: Clayton Drake 
Adam Atchason • Todd Brown • Brian Buster • Jose Carmona • John Chic • Denny Colhoff • Steven Dahlgren • Joseph DeMaine • 
Jason Dornnanovich • Claton Drake • Danny Garcia • Brian Gibson • John Kennedy • Kavi Keyes • Michael Khatib • David Kirk ton • 
Douglas Kouri • James Kreher • Josh Kronenberger • Kyle Kuzmich • Jacob Lambert • Zachary Lambert • Jeremy Langendorf • Bran-
don Martin • Benjamin Murphy • Jeremy Papp • Matthew Payea • Robert Pierobon • Robert Reed • Luke Rigdon • Phillips Sachs • 
Scott Sakoda • Chris Sa vide • Matthew Savide • Troy Street • Daniel Thacker • Matthew Toren • Steve Tsangos • Barrett Ullrich • Ryan 
Walsh • Matt Waszak • Adam Welch • Jeffrey White • Alex Woods 
lHI ALI'H~ •• 
• AXA President : Alex Ruwe VP Internal: Dirk Bennett Secretary : Brian Bates Treasurer: Greg Peterson 
--------------- --------------------------------------------, 
Anthony Adams • Alex AJanjz • John Kim Alvarado • Jeff Anderson • Patrick Atkinson • Greg Augsburg • Brian 
Ayers • Matthew Bagnall • Chris Ballero • Brian Bates • Casey Beck • Dirk Bennett • Robert Bollweg • Ryan Bor-
torff • Santino Bsrtucci • Brendan Cain • Tom Carroll • Tim Cline • Jon Collier • Jeremy Covi • Crrug Deardorff • 
Nader Dissi • Mark Diver • Eric Dudek • Scott Eichberger • Jeff Falkner • Eric Feigl • 'eil Fifer • Mike Foster • 
Matthew Fowler • Caleb freeman • Brian Gallagher • Brian Geraghty • Raymond Giese! mann • Matt Godawski 
• John Gory! • Jay Granfield • Darrell Hayes • Christopher llayward • Richard I ligginbotham • Collin Ingrum • 
Cory Jancik • Neiljernegan • JakeJuracka • Drew Kellogg • Nick Kiriazis • Scott Kocanda • Quinn Krug • Jeffrey 
Lange • Ryan Lee • Pat Leonard • Benjamin Levin • Shaun Leyden • Michael McAuliffe • Nick McCarty • Matt 
McKay • Andrew Meyer • Corey Murtaugh • Nicholas Nowak • Jeff Ohner • Scan O'Malley • James O'Farrell • 
Nick Oraham • Gregory Peterson • Brett Piet • Justin Pinnell • Nicholas Poole • Jeff Racic • Matthew Reynolds 
• Natharuel Reynolds • Dave Richards • Alan Rohr • Mackenze Rohr • Eric Ronney • William Roth • Jordan Rus-
sert • Alexander Ruwe • joshua Sabado • Martin Sanchez • Christopher Sauerwein • Col ron Schambach • Jensen 
Schambach • Richard ~chumacher • William Senese • Mario Shermack • Brad Skwarski • Drew Sleezer • Stanley 
Sowa • David Stevens • Lucas Stortzum • Brent Svozil • Jim Thompason • Jeff Traub • Stephen Trompeter • Scott 
Tumang • Evan Williams • Matt Wills • Brandyn \X'nukowskj • Matt Yaeger 
• 
• K~rr~ THET~ 
President: Ben Delost 
Vice president: kyle Hatton 
Secretary: Corey Grabiec 
Treasurer: Andrew Ehnle 
Matt Albrecht • John Boyce III • Ben DeLost • Andrew Ehnle • Daniel Eungard • Corey Grabiec • Kyle 
Hatton • Brian Janiga • Yusef Kassem • John Kueker • Tim Lazzara • Gus Luthman • Matt McDonagh • 
Ben Miller • Brett Miller • Brendan Nelson • Colin Plach • Eric Rusk • Robert Warren • Luc Wozniak • 
Eric Zagaroli 
I' I 
• K~l'l'~ ALI'H~ •• 
------------------------------------~· 
IIKA President: Duane Kerner VP External: John Baker VP Internal: Mike Schaffer Treasurer: Jake EHlinger 
-----
Dolapo Abiola • Matthew Albers • William Apostolopoulos • Andrew Applebee • John Bailey • John Baker • Sam Barlock • 
AJexander Berg • Charles Bono • Jacques Brouillette • Robert Candos • Anthony Chirico • Dylan Cox • Kerry Dolan • Jake 
Ettlinger • Bobby Ferguson • Brooks Gates • Richard Guerra • Ryan Johndrow • Corey Kelly • Brad Jones • Duane Kerner • 
Tom Kiely • Jake Kuester • Rigo Limas • Chris Macchitelli • Casey Maher • Ryan Markelz • Dale Michonski • AJ Morrissette 
• Rob Moulton • Brian O'Connor • John Offerman • Jared Olznoi • Garrett O'Riordan • Ryan O'Rourke • Ron Pedecone • 
Jordan Poremba • Chris Ranvestel • Mike Schaffer • Mark Szachowicz • Brandon Thompson • Elias Zervos • 
c 
• lHI 
~X President: Jaime Luevano Vice President: Shane Davis Treasurer: Bobby Kellerman Pledge Trainer: Geoffrey Youngberg 
Kennan Adi • Thomas Alldridge • Daniel Anderson • Ryan Arnold • Matt Balog • jeff Bernstein • Dane Bildstein • Brad Bird 
• Alex Blizniak • Jason Boyer • Andrew Braun • Connor Chambers • Larry Clinton • Alex Coffman • Keith Dasenbrook • 
Mitch Davis • Shane Davis • Andrew Day • Marcus Dees • 1\1ark Dervak • Lincoln Estes • Angel Esqi'vel • A] Eyre • Tim 
Falsey • Mike Fleming • Blake Freels • Jeff Giese! • Mike Goodman • john Griffin • Drew I !arpin • Jake Hayes • Zachary 
Hayes • Tony Henson • James jordan • Bobby Kellerman • Matat Kennington • Jake Kimery • Jake Kirts • Zachary Kleiss • 
Pat Knutson • Matthew Krueger • Kevin Lau • Adam Lewis • Dan Lootens • Daniel Loucks • jaime Luevano • Kevin Mac-
zko • Connor l\1aly • Brent Martin • Johnny Matthews • Jon McCarter • Andrew McCormick • Pat McKee • Pat McLeod • 
Nathan Meinhart • Marcin Milewski • Marc Murphy • Scott Norden • Brian Olson • Austin Payne • Blake Pierce • William 
Plaza • Nick Prorok • Cameron Provost • Chris Rohr • Nate Sabatino • Bobby Scanlon • Frank Simoncelli • Frank Soucek 
• Pat Sprague • jeremy Stranko • Tanner Taake • Zack Taake • Ryan Trelz • John Vernam • T] Was how • Brian Weber • Pat 
Whitaker • David Williams • Colin Yording • Geoffrey Youngberg • Farjad Yousaf • Paul Zemaitis 
NV •• 
-----------------------• ~N President: jered Sutton Secretary: Logan Jones Vice President: Kevin Pavloski Treasurer: Chris Doty 
----------- ~----~--------------------, 
Mike Adams • Andrew Ashe • TJ Bielawski • Chris Black • Mike Bond • Andrew Borzda • Kevin Clifford • Dustin 
Cole • Ryan Cox • JD Dolan • Chris Doty • Rob Drews • Matt Dunbar • Kevin Errek • Derek Frank • Ryan Geltz • 
Marc Genson • Brett Glavcy • Clay Gregory • Matt I Iamilton • Bart H ickman • Ty Hunt • Logan Jones • Ryan Jones • 
Kevin Karlowicz • Rich Konrath • Nick Krizic • Jeff Kusnierz • Charlie Larkin • Paul Lucas • Adam Margherio • I Ians 
Monroy • Ryan Oliver • Scott Parrino • Kevin Pavloski • Sam Peterson • Joel Rehbock • Frank Robert • Andrew Rob-
ert • Andrew Schaefer • Chuck Schafer • Joe Shaw • Dominic Shin • Jeff Springer • Blake Stahl • Jered Sutton • Ryan 
Swanberg • Ray Trevino • Aris Webb • Mark Winslow 
• 
• I'HI EI'JILdN 
President: Kyle Valentine 
VP Membership: Eric Anderson 
VP Recruitment: Christopher Darimont 
VP Finance: Spenser Dietrich 
------------------------~ 
Eric Anderson • Michael Atkinson • James Baker • Zachary Bauer • Andrew Beerli • Michael Bielski • Christopher Blakemore • Erik 
Borczon • Dane Boudreau • Levi Bulgar • Brian Burja • Tyler Buss • Zach Cassidy • Christopher Cimarolli • Brian Chmupa • Kevin 
Coffey • Michael Costigan • Nathan Cox • Christopher Darimont • Brett Davis • Zach Depyssler • Mitchel Deval • Spenser Dietrich • 
Lawrence DiGiulio • Tim Dilsaver • Dan Dombrowski • James Drollinger • Justin Dungee • justin EisfeUer • Jorge Esquivel • jacob Fehl 
• James Friesema • Luke Galbreath • Adam Gartner • Anthony Gass • Matthew Gidcumb • Bradley Gill • Erik Gilly • Paul Cody Gray • 
Corey Hannig • Samuel I Iendon • Brandon Hensley • Ari I loring • john Ippolito • Paul Jvnik • Brad Jaeger • Brandon Janusz • Stephen 
Johnson • Greg Langer • Paul Laubersheimer • Tony Lello • Michael leon • Brett Lewis • jeffrey Margalus • Jay Martin • Ryan Martin • 
Nick Matese • Nate Matthies • Andrew McClarity • joseph McCue • Travis McDonald • Elliot McGill • Derek Meile • Andrew Meyer • 
Dean Miller • Joey Mioni • Jesse Mounce • Michael Nowak • Daniel O'Brien • Modesto Perez • Todd Perry • Nick Persin • Kyle Piurek • 
James Roth • Nick Schaefer • Bryan Scher • Corey Scher • Jeff Schneider • Christopher Sonnenberg • Jarryd Stalling • Jim Steele • Daniel 
Taylor • Theodore Tebbe • Chris Thielk • Michael Thompson • Pat Tucker • Paul Tyree • Kyle Valentine • Adam Weaver • Kraig Wessel 
• Adam White • Ross Wintersteen • Sean Wyrobek • Ryan Young • Justin Zobrist 
I' I 
~II President: Mike McKenna Vice President: Kris Caldwell Secretary: David Nguyen Treasurer: Micah Tanner 
•• 
• 
----~-- --------------------------------------. 
Jason Abbate • Jim Adee • Bill Allen • Dave Amdor • Chris Ashman • Eddie Barnes • jacques Beezley • Michael Belca~rer • Kris 
Caldwell • Brennan Caputo • Richard Castillo • Cameron Chana • Kyle Chase • Ervis Chino • Kyle Cimbula • Tim Copeland 
• Tanner Courtney • Wade C1erwonka • Justin Danks • Chris Dearth • Bill Finlay • Mike Forster • i\llchael Galesk1 • 'athan 
Galloway • Derek Gambro • Os1el Garduno • cott Geryol • Brian Gibbons • Jeff Giffard • David llawkins • Patrick llood • 
Greg Hough • Alan Katz • Darby Kehoe • Matt Kenney • David Keyworth • Joseph Kleiman • Daniel Kolcz • Kurt Krupa • Kyle 
Kwoka • David LeBeau • Robert LeMaster • Rob Lewis • Jeff Magnussen • Joe Malacina • Mike McKenna • David Mejia • Sam 
1\lclecosky • David 1guyen • Alex ichols • Ken 'ovander • Jim 0'1 lara • Mark Ott • John Paulis • Bradley Peters • Will Petersen 
• ' ick Petro • Paul Pisano • David Platt • Tom Podzorney • Andy Pollock • Brent Priola • David Regalado • Joel Rodarte • Nicho-
las Rossi • Matt Samojedny • Matthew Sanclberg • Anthony Sberroli • Andy Schreiber • Ben Schuet.t • Justin Scno • Oswaldo 
Serraro • Mitsu Shah • Michael Sheers • Curtis Simpson • Sam Sineni • Ryan Smith • Dan Stone • Ryan Switzer • Daniel Tamayo 
• Micah Tanner • Ed The res • Erik lofte • Kyle Tofte • Chris Tredennick • Kyle Ulasnk • Matt Vancleave • Rob Vanecek • Kevin 
Wall • Jake Winkler • Matt \V.nrerbottom • John Wirorr • Mark Yost • Jonathan Ziemer 
• 
f'H~ 
• f'HI Alf'H~ 
A ellA 
Chris Jones • Mike Embry • Quentin Frazier • Obe Eruteya 
PELT~ 
• fi'N\~ THET~ •• 
-------• President: Lynette Gayden 
Vice President: Kadeshah Nolan 
Corresponding Secretary: Brittney Sivels 
Treasurer: Mary May 
~--~~----~~----~-------, 
Kadcshah Nolan • Lynette Gayden • Mary May • Cleopatra R. Watson • Rhonda Bowdry • Brittney Sivels • 
Desiree Johnson • Shawn D. Peoples • LatoyaJohnson 
• 
• 
Woodrow Brown • Freddie Perry • Darryl D. Samuel • Wayne C. Williams III • Darryl D. Robinson • Cedric]. 
Watson • Tavieus Cowan • Robin Auguste • Mike Adams • Michael Curtis, Jr. 
ZET~ 
rHI KET~ 
Zci>B President : Whitney Borders 1st VP: Angela Wilbanks 2nd VP: Tanja Ivancic Treasurer: Lucy Djulabic 
----
Denisha Smith • Tresier Williams • Alicia Hill • Yolanda Vivian Williams • Angela Wilbanks • Tanja Ivancic 
• Whitney Borders • Amanda]. Bush • Lucy Djulabic 
• 
• WdN\EN 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
Angela Wilbanks • Tresier Williams • Denisha Smith • Lynette Gayden • Amanda]. Bush • Alicia • I I ill • 
Kadeshah Nolan • Cleopatra R. Watson • Whitney S. Borders • Lucy Djulabic • Desiree Johnson 
Nf'Hl 
N\EN •• 
National Pan-Hellenic Council 
Freedie Perry • Sinque Turner • Chris Jones • Darryl D. Samuel • Woodrow Brown • Marcus D. Smith • Quen-
tin Frazier • Jonathan Whigham • Robin Auguste • Mike Embry • Darryl Robinson • Wayne Williams • Cedric 
Watson • Tavieus Cowan • Mike Adams • Obe Eruteya • Michael Curtis Jr. 
• 
• 
• ALrH~ PELT~ 
AA~ VP External: Emma Troccoli VP Scholarship: Greg Peterson 
--~---------------, 
President: Alex Ruwe 
VP Internal: Brittney O'Connor 
Stacey Berger • Mike Bond • Chris Buehler • Cindy Campus • Tim Chartrand • Carissa Coon • Jeanne Dolan • 
Bethanne Eddington • Nicole Frasor • Cara Fumagalli • Christine Godbey • Alyssa Godzicki • Sarah Harcharik • 
Kayleigh Hawrysio • Andrea LaJeunesse • Mike Leon • Ben Levin • Jodi Matheny • Brittney O'Connor • Ryan Oli-
ver • Greg Peterson • Matt Pickham • Adam Radochonski • Ashton Rauch • Alex Ruwe • Colton Schambach • Jenn 
Sliozis • Andy Smith • Kendra Tripp • Emma Troccoli • Katelyn Wabol • Maggie Wilson • Andrea Yadron 
• f 
f'~NHELLEN 
ldiiNliL 
PHC President: Ingrid McCallister VP Internal: Jamie Pence 
---
• 
VP Recruitment: Andrea Yadron 
VP Membership: Kara Shively 
Ingrid McCallister • Jamie Pence • Morgan Berry • Jessica Born • Andrea Yadron • Kara Shively • Christine 
Ozier • Amanda Raz • Katie Miquelon • Tracie Bearden 
EtFt~TEtNITV 
ldVNliL 
I Fe President: Scott Eichberger VP Internal: Kevin Pavloski VP Recruitment: Jeff Margalus & Dirk Bennett VP Membership: Nick Krizic 
Scott Eichberger • Kevin Pavloski • Jarryd Stalling • Jeff Margalus • Dirk Bennett • Nick Krizic • Matt Toren • Ricardo 
Guerra • JeffTraub • Carl Erd • D'Anna Cepela 
f'Hid 
President: Luvenia Betts VP Membership: Chanise Stephens 
Vice President: Jen Sauerwein Secretary: Kate Sullivan 
----
Angel Knox • Melissa Mingo • Jassondra Anderson • Kate Sullivan • Jen Sauerwein • Andreya Davis • Chanise 
Stephens • Sheena Davis • Tori Davis • Larissa Young • Dijon Marshall • Luvenia Betts • Myka Williams 
• 
• 
BA' T 1 President: Emily Smith ~ Reporter: Matthew Price 
Matthew Price • Emily Smith • Emma Troccoli 
KET~ 
KET~ KET~ 
BBB President: Megan France Vice President: Sami Adams 
---
Secretary: Morgan Berry 
Treasurer: Kim Harper 
• 
Sami Adams • Jessica Tschampa • Megan France • Dr. Stephen Mullin • Kim Harper (not pictured) • Morgan Berry 
(not pictured) 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
President: Jenna Manigold 
Vice President: Heather Gay 
---
Secretary: Sarah Carr 
Treasurer: Jenna Uhe 
Sarah Carr • Heather Gay • Jenna Uhe • Jenna Manigold • Tricia Irene Gaumer 
K~f'f'~ 
PELT~ f'l 
K All President: Megan Wittenborn Secretary: Autumn Ray L.l Vice President: Kyle Snyders Treasurer: Becky Seifert r------------------- -------------- --~----------------------~ 
Autumn Ray • Anne Weber • Megan Wittenborn • Kyle Snyders • Melissa McMahon • Dr. Linda Reven • Kate Fischer • 
Kati McGowan • Becky Seifert • Hilarie Strutner • Ashley Marlow 
• 
• 
I N\11 
ALrH~ fiNFdNI~ 
~MA President: Kenneth C. Ohms 
':1:' Vice President: Andrew Johnson 
Secretary: Patrick Rowland 
Treasurer: Benjamin S. Light 
---- --------------~ 
Patrick Rowland • Allen W Rotert • Joseph R. Amato • Benjamin S. Light • Kevin]. Ratermann • Chris 
Taylor • Mark Wegener • Andrew Johnson • Kenneth C. Ohms • Danny L. Carter Jr. 
IIQII President: Tara Robinson Vice President: Andrew Reinert Secretary: Brad Gill Treasurer: Paul Lucas 
Dr. Julie Chadd • Tara Robinson • Paul Lucas • Andrew Reinert • Brad Gill 
•• 
• 
• 
• ALrH~ ErflldN 
~AE President: Kevin Lee Vice President: Dan Rolando New Member Ed.: Sam Harris Treasurer: Matt Pickham 
Chris Buehler • Ricky Daniels • Chris Ferralez • Andrew Grzelak • Sam Harris • Adam Howard • 
Kevin Kmack • Kevin Lee • Brian Leuck • Ben Mapes • Brian McHale • Matt Pickham • Dan Ro-
lando • Jarrod Scherle • Jarred Smith • Kevin Vessels 
• ALrH~ ldT~ 
"'A I VP Membership: Crystal Johnson 
~ VP Ritual: Rachel McConnell 
Secretary: Heather Macintyre 
Treasurer: Tiffany Grice 
Ashley Crocello • Rachel McConnell • Nicole Connors • Crystal Johnson • Heather Macintyre • Tiffany Grice 
•• 
• 
• 
• 
'"'An President: Solymar Gomez Secretary: Gabriela Garcia 
~ ~ Vice President: Crystal Perez Treasurer: Marcella Cadena 
----- ---------------------
Solymar Gomez • Roxanne Flores • Marcella Cadena • Rosa Varela • Lidia Brander • Shannon Stewart • Crystal 
Perez • Gabriela Garcia • Jenny Feliciano 
ErJILdN 
• E ~A President: Kate Burke Secretary: Kelly Dalfino ~ Vice President: Brittany Buchanan Treasurer: Kim Cagle 
r-~--~~-------- -------- ---------------------~ 
Angela Albrecht • Alleigh Banducci • Kallee Block • Jessica Blumm • Kayla Boss • Meghan Breen • Michelle Brue&! 
man • Jessica Brutti • Brittany Buchanan • Stacy Buck • Jennifer Budz • Katelyn Burgett • Kate Burke • Kimbe 
Cagle • Maria Cesario • Breanne Cornwell • Lindsey Cottingham • Natalie Czyz • Kelly Dalfino • Heather Dillahur 
• Cassie Dyszelski • Lynnsey Fisher • Sara Fosbendcr • Megan Gooding • Stacy Hall • Kathryn I Iarner • Becky Her 
• Melissa Kearns • Patricia Klingler • Kristin Koerner • Kathleen Lashbrook • Amber Longtin • Kimberly Marac 
Kelly Mayer • Amanda McCario • Kristin Miller • Morgan Miller • Jennifer Mischke • Hannah Morgenroth • Kat 
Murray • Jenna Nystrom • Kelly Piper • Regina Porter • Ashley Reck • Lindsey Reel • Randi Rice • Samantha Schu 
• Amanda Scully • Kendall Serafini • Sarah Shaw • Nikki Shultz • Kathy Sweis • Melissa Veverka 
Kate Anderson • Cole Augustine • Katie Beal • Jillian Benoit • Travis Billiter • Kirstin Brill • Rachel Brinkman • 
Haley Clark • Leslie Coberly • Jess Cosme • Emily Dittoe • Wendy Downing • Shelia Dugan • Brenna Fearday • 
Michael Foellmer • Valerie Gorospe • Eilidh Hall • Bre Hardy • Tara Huntley • Laura Jennings • Meghan Klein • 
Karen Klootwyk • Michelle LaGesse • Jennifer Lee • Jandi Ludin • Morgan McGovern • Kristin Meyer • Ashtyn 
Millburg • Michelle Moery • Kimber Moscardelli • Brandon Mueller • Kristie Murphy • Monica Newman • Jenny 
Prno • Emily Redmann • Sarah Reeb • Claire Remus • Dan Rolando • Lauren Senger • Nicole Srutowski • Brandon 
Stayner • Katie Trainor • Tiffany Turner • Alicia Vurpillat • Michelle Weiler • Angie Westwood • Alexis Zumbahlen 
• Jillian Zwirowski 
Story by Sara Cuadrado 
' 
his September, more than 400 
women began the exhausting 
four-day process of sorority 
recruitment. 
Anxious, nervous and 
excited were just some of the feelings that 
freshman Paige Hamilton said she was 
feeling on that day. Hamilton said she was 
both excited and nervous about fitting into 
a chapter. 
Panhellenic Council along with all 
nine sororities had been working since the 
end of last school year to put recruitment 
together. PI IC members and Gamma Chi 
representation from every sorority had 
been recruiting women to go through the 
process. 
Gamma Chis are women from 
different sororities on campus that 
disaffiliate from their organization to 
remain a neutral source for potential 
members to go to about the recruitment 
process or with questions. 
PHC maintains a few requirements 
for each of the women going through 
recruitment. Each woman must have a 
grade point average of 2.25 or above, must 
be a full-time student enrolled at Eastern 
and register to participate. 
Women go through recruitment and 
join a sorority for different reasons. 
"I've always wanted to be in a sorority," 
Hamilton said. 
Hamilton added it was a good ice-
breaker to meet people. 
Freshman Ali Stroud said she went 
through recruitment because her mom and 
her friends have been in sororities. 
On the first day of recruitment, Stroud 
said she was excited to meet new people 
but nervous about being accepted. 
It is complicated process of girls rating 
the chapters they felt they fit in while 
each chapter invites back the girls they felt 
would fit in. This was the first year with a 
new system for recruitment. 
Each chapter was given a limit to the 
number of women it could invite back 
on each round depending on the return 
rate from previous years. This system was 
supposed to help more chapters to make 
quota, or receive the maximum number of 
members. 
Each woman is looking to get 
something out of the chapter she joins. 
"I do a lot of community service, so 
it's a good way to get involved with the 
community," Hamilton said. 
Stroud on the other hand is looking to 
gain good friendships and new experiences. 
by Eric Hiltner 
Melissa Pluta, senior com-
'""""''nn studies major, wei-
Diana Dugdale, freshman 
ness major, to the Delta Delta 
ta sorority on bid day, Sept. 11 , 
Over 400 anxious women 
it outside the Grand Ballroom in 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
right before they find out 
ich sorority they were chosen 
However, it is said that women 
their house just as much as 
house selects them. 
Story by Cara Fumagalli 
C hocolate syrup isn't always involved in a dodgeball game, but this time was different. Every time someone prepared to throw the ball at an opponent, they would soak the ball in messy 
sweets like chocolate, peanut butter and cream. 
Although this is an extreme version of dodge ball, 
fraternity and sorority teams were thrilled to form teams 
to compete against each other for a good cause. This Dirty 
Dodge Ball event was coordinated by Lambda Alpha Delta 
members and raised money and awareness to educate 
Eastern's Greek community. 
When the word hazing comes to mind, almost 
immediately there are negative connections associated with 
Greek sororities and fraternities. 
Sorority women at Eastern commonly pass around the 
book "Pledged" from one sister to another, gossiping about 
the juiciest parts in the book and how terrible the houses are. 
They can feel safe knowing that they will never go through 
the tortue and humiliation the women in the book did. 
That is because on this campus, most of the Greek 
community is thankful for the zero-tolerance policy against 
hazing. 
2007 was Eastern's third annual Halt Hazing Week, a 
tool to create awareness for the Greek community, athletic 
department and other school-sponsored activities about 
students' rights and responsibilities to eliminate hazing. 
By combining the Athletic Department and Greek 
organizations together, there was a lot of support throughout 
the week. Buttons were handing out, banners were signed 
and Dirty Dodge Ball capped off the week-long event. Guest 
speaker Kevin Kolman came to Eastern as well to discuss the 
dangers of hazing through his personal experiences. These 
special events created a positive atmosphere for students to 
change their mindset about hazing and to take a stand for 
plans to stop it for good. 
"This program is very successful, and co-sponsoring all 
of the events with the athletic department allowed for more 
input and more support," said Kara Shively, Panhellenic 
Council vice president of membership development. 
Anti-hazing efforts have been growing each year, and 
the directors of Halt Hazing Week are looking forward to 
bigger better events to come in the future. 
Photo illustration by Robbie Wroblewski 
Story by Kristan Cunningham 
I t's a feeling many students experience every semester: confusion and frustration when class work builds up, causing students stress and anxiety that could be avoided. Although course material may not change to accommodate specific students' needs, 
there are ways to make school an enjoyable experience 
without the nagging feeJjng of misunderstanding. 
For members of the Greek community, a new Peer 
Mentoring Progran1 is available to help with homework 
problems of all sorts. Starting in November 2007, the 
program was set up to help tutor members of fraternities 
and sororities and give them a place to foster positive 
study habits. 
The program runs Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights with the help of Greek members from each house 
volunteering to be tutors. Each session is devoted to a 
different subject, and an EngJjsh major is on hand at all 
times to help with writing papers. 
''The tutors will be available for a couple of hours 
each night, and the students can just go see them without 
any prior scheduling or appointment," said Jamie Pence, 
Panhellenic Council vice president internal. 
Pence said that before this program was developed, 
there were no other tutoring programs in the Greek 
community. Students had a place to study, but no one to 
turn to with questions or for help. 
"This is the first attempt to make it more of a one-
on-one program," Pence said about the Peer Mentoring 
Program, which was started to boost Greek members' 
GPAs. "We wouJd like both the sorority average GPAand 
the fraternity average GPA to exceed the all-women's or 
all-men's GPA each semester, and this program has been 
put in place to help attain that goal," Pence said. She also 
said the program helps fraternities and sororities build 
relationships with each other by working together in this 
sort of environment."(The program) offers a quick fix 
for questions a person may have wruJe doing homework, 
and if they are struggling with an overall concept," she 
said, adding that students will also be helped with time 
management and stress issues. 
Because the program is in its early stages, it is only 
available to Greek members. However, Pence said once 
they recruit more volunteers, they are planning to open 
the program to the rest of the campus. 
Story by Kyle Piurek 
• 
ith shirts, jackets, stickers, 
watches, underwear and 
even dinnerware, the Greek 
community wears their 
letters proudly. And you can 
see them everywhere on 
campus from sorority windbreaker jackets 
tied around women' waists to fraternity 
travel mugs and window clings. 
"We wear our letters to show that 
we are proud of our organization and our 
accomplishments," said Jimmy Friesema, 
president of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
On a can1pus so populated with Greek 
students, it is important for individual 
houses to promote their organizations. At 
times like recruitment or Greek week, the 
campus looks like a sea of letters. 
"If a person sees you wearing your letters 
they might want to fmd out more about 
the fraternity. The letters help associate a 
person with the house," said Friescma. He 
also said that Greeks wear their letters to 
represent the whole organization, not just 
themselves. 
Photo by Cayce Rasussmen 
Members of Alpha Phi sorority wear 
their letters on popular windbreaker 
jackets while sitting by the Campus 
Pond and waiting for the Greek Week 
Canoe Races to start. Greeks all over 
campus can be seen promoting their 
latters on clothing, car stickers, even 
the pens they use in class. 
"Our entire wardrobe is pretty much 
filled with our letters. The letters help show 
who we arc," said Kristen Wilson, president 
of Alpha Gamma Delta. 
But the Greek letter trend only begins 
in college; for some people, letters are not 
something a Greek member wears for four 
years, but a lifetime. 
"I wear my Sig Ep insignia to reflect 
my belief in the educational and character 
development value of the college fraternity," 
said Dr. Charles Eberly, Sigma Phi Epsilon 
alumnus and professor in the Department 
of Counseling and Student Development. 
"When I sec the Greek letters, Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, I do not just read three words or 
see three letters; I hear my brothers in ritual 
meeting repeating the English equivalent 
of those words, the true meaning of our 
Cardinal principles." 
According to Lisa Turner, Alpha Sigma 
Alpha member, her house wears letters 
often to promote ASA around campus, both 
to Greek houses and independent students. 
Fortunately, fraternity and sorority 
members don't have to go far for their 
letters fix: Positively 4'h Street Records 
usually has a stocked supply of Greek items 
like clothing, stationary and everything in 
between. They also offer printing services 
for the organizations. 
"A lot of fraternities and sororities get 
T-shirts for homecoming and different 
functions they do," said Paul Weber, an 
employee of Positive 4'h Street. The store 
has a book with different shirt designs so 
the organizations can customize and make 
their own clothing. 
But no matter what, the main reason 
Greeks wear letters is to show off. 
"One of my favorite times to wear my 
letters is when the new guys go active. We 
get to kind of show off our new guys who 
will eventually be taking over," said Vic 
Ramos of Delta Tau Delta. 
To Ramos and everyone in the Greek 
community at Eastern, wearing letters is 
a way to show pride for friendships, their 
organization and the unique experience of 
going Greek. 
Story by Sara Cuadrado 
I 
n Nov. 5, 2005, Wanda Reid 
waited patiently to be initiated 
into Sigma Sigma Sigma. She had 
spent the past eight weeks since 
she received her bid studying 
the rules, traditions and history of the soror-
ity, and after hours of waiting for the coUege 
women to be initiated, it is finally her turn to 
be initiated into the sorority. She is 74· 
Reid, a shorter woman who always has a 
smile on her face, became a sister to hundreds 
of women that day, but she also remained a 
mother to all the women in this chapter. 
Tri-Sigma has a national policy requiring 
each chapter with a chapter house on a cam-
pus to have a house mother or house parents. 
It is one of two sororities and one fraternity 
at Eastern that is required to have a house 
mother. Reid became a house mom for East-
em's chapter in 2002. 
Reid has many duties as house mom such 
as enforcing national policies. She said en-
forcing those policies would be a rough part 
of her job, but the women have their own 
disciplinary system to enforce the policies 
themselves when situations arise. She doesn't 
consider the job description stated in her con-
tract as her main job. She said she just does 
what moms do, and no job description could 
be written for that. 
Arnie Adams, member and past president 
ofTri-Sigma, said Reid is a confidant who is 
there for the women every day and someone 
they all call "mom." Reid believes in each 
of them and their futures just as biological 
mothers do. 
"I think Mom is the epitome of what ev-
ery Sigma should strive to be," Adams said. 
Generally, house moms are compensated 
for their work with the sorority's budget from 
what the women pay in dues. I lowever, she 
decided nor to be compensated for her work 
as house mom because she can't imagine what 
she does to deserve it. 
"You don't pay moms," Reid said. 
Reid said she never considered this em-
ployment until the opportunity came up. Sig-
ma Pi fraternity needed a house mom in 1997, 
and she got the job. 
She Lived in the Sigma Pi house on SiA'th 
Street with about 20 fraternity men unti12002 
when the position for house mom opened up 
for Tri-Sigma. Reid said she rook the job be-
cause she was better off on campus. 
Reid said there were many perks to living 
on campus. The main reason was that she had 
less responsibility because on-campus housing 
had assistant residence directors. The house is 
also safer than the Sigma Pi house because it 
has a sprinkler system, and she enjoys having a 
meal plan for the dining centers on campus. 
Reid has one big room, but she makes the 
best of it. A small kitchen area with a table 
and two chairs sits to the left. To the right, 
a living room area houses her couches and 
television. She still has a basket of toys next 
to the couch from when her three grandchil-
dren were young. A bed and nightstand and 
a private bathroom are coward the back. The 
room is decorated and feels like a home. 
The door to her room is usually kept 
open when she's home. Women pop in to say 
hi in the evening when events are going on at 
the house. Reid, her short grey hair combed 
into place, sirs in her chair reading a book or 
watching television, always welcoming visi-
tors with her bright smile. 
Reid also has a lot of interaction with the 
women living in the house. She constantly of-
fers to drive them to class, with her shoes and 
jacket waiting by her door just in case. She 
also keeps her door open and said some of the 
women just pop in to talk to her. Reid is also 
known in the sorority for buying the women 
treats, especially around the holidays, and 
leaving them in the kitchen for any of them. 
Reid had been approached by the women 
in the sorority a few times about becoming 
a member, but she never thought it was the 
right rime because she did not know the or-
ganization very well when she first started as 
house mom. Then she finally accepted a bid 
in 2005. 
"It's one of the best decisions I've ever 
made," Reid said. 
Reid said she relates better to the women 
in the house than to people her age. She said 
she went to the Charleston Senior Center 
once, and it was depressing to see. According 
to Reid, the two people who know her bet-
ter than anyone are two of the women in the 
sorority. 
Wanda Reid has been a mom to over one 
hundred women since 2002. Since 2005, she 
has become their sister as well. 
Photo by Cara Fumagalli 
The Delta Delta Delta sorority house sits in between the 
trees of Greek Court. Though houses are connected and 
look 'very similar on the outside, each sorority and fra-
ternity decorates and incorporates house values inside. 
Photos by Eric Hiltner 
(Above) Kappa Delta president Megan 
Dolan, senior early childhood education 
major, is crowned homecoming queen 
during coronation. 
(Left) Kate Geyer, senior psychology ma-
jor and member of the Sigma Sigma Sig-
ma sorority, holds the rope while waiting 
for her tug to start. 
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Photos by Eric Hiltner 
(Top) A dancer leaps around the stage in Lantz Arena 
as part of the annual Airband competition during 
Greek Week. 
(Middle) Members of the Sigma Chi fraternity gather 
in a moment of si lence before their tug at the Cam-
pus Pond. For many houses, concentration before the 
event is key to a win. 
(Bottom) Senior Tim Addante lets out a grunt as he 
pulls on the rope for the Sigma Pi fraternity. 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Jill David, senior politcal science major, 
performs with members of the Delta Zeta 
sorority during the Greek Week Greek 
Sing choral competition. 
Photo by Whitney Engle 
The men of Sigma Nu hold their pyramid 
during Greek Week. The participants must 
race to the end of a short track, quickly build 
a pyramid, hold it until the Judge gtves them 
a signal and then race back to the start. 
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1E POS Shc:lloo ~nrow CB Jr Brad) Woolverton Jr. Ryan Gro-<m.tn OL 
Ruhad Haynes DB Rf. Alam \1arcelin Fr. Eric Reule OL 
Z..Ch Yaoe- KIP Jr Ha.akim Lewi> Fr Man Buenner OL 
LB Jr Lee Edm~on So. M,.;ah Rucler 
RB Rf Donald Thom.u Sr Lorence Rods 
DE Jr Cory !.<man Fr Tafari Mahou 
DB Rf Nicl Nasti Fr Ale~ Jones 
DE Rf WilliamHodor Sr. Jason Fisher 
It: Nathan Galan Rf Sean McGrath 
Jnmes Larson Jr. 
S.lh Knolhoff Fr. 
Fr. 
Fr. 
Jr. 
WR So. 
WR Jr. Tren1 S1e.lel 
RB So. Chop ll:e)< 
DB Fr. \1an Kleon 
RB Jr. Dann Jerome 
WR Rf. \ian We<lncl 
Brandon Hugh.-

Story by Adam Larck 
• 
hile Eastern's men's basket-
ball team lost to Samford 
48-53 at home, that game 
was a first in Panther bas-
ketball. 
The game was the Panthers 
first time playing in a nationally televised 
game, broadcasted on ESPN2. 
"I think the exposure with that game 
was tremendous. I've talked tO people from 
the time of that game to last week that 
thought it was good atmosphere," head 
coach Mike Miller said. 
The Panthers also had a game shown 
on ESPNU against Ohio Valley Conference 
opponents Southeast Missouri, which they 
won 77-69, and participated in the ESPNU 
BracketBusters challenge against Loyola 
Chicago, losing 66-4J. 
The Panthers started off the season 
with two exhibition wins against Eureka 
and Missouri Valley before losing at the 
Iowa State Tournament. 
Eastern was undefeated at home this 
Men's Basketball 2006-07 
PLAYER NAME POS 
Mike Robinson G 
Gino Myers-Kyles G 
Romain Martin G 
Billy Parrish F 
Bobby Catchings F/G 
Julio Anthony G 
justin Brock F 
Brandon D'Amico G 
Freddie Perry G 
Jon'Tee Willhite G 
Bobby Jolliff F 
jake Byrne C 
Photo by Amir Prellberg 
Head coach Mike Miller speaks to 
the men's basketball team during a 
timeout Jan. 20, 2007 vs. Tennes-
see State. The Panthers ended the 
season with a 10-20 overall record 
and 6-14 record in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. The Panthers placed 
1Oth place in the conference. 
as well against 
going o-6, at the 
and BracketBusters 
Nov. 25, when most 
at home for Thanksgiving Break, 
thers opened up OVC play with a 
Murray State. 
Eastern's key win came at Tennessee 
Tech, their second conference game. Tech, 
which finished third in the conference, 
could not handle the Panthers as Eastern 
defeated them 74-69. 
Another important game in the sea-
son was against Austin Peay at home. Even 
though the Panthers ended up losing the 
game, Austin Peay needed overtime tO win. 
The Panthers ended 10-20 overall, with 
a 6-14 record in the OVC. This led to the 
team getting 10th place in the conference. 
"The NCAA expanded and gave us 
more games. When we started as an inex-
perienced team, we showed inexperienced 
Miller said. "They 
els and I think they get 
on. Romain Martin was freshman 
year and I think he was deserving of the re-
ward." 
The Panthers had no senior players last 
year. 
"Classes are like that sometimes," Mill-
er said. "It goes that way. What we've done 
now is we have balance, we have people in 
every class and that helps from a program 
standpoint to continue things." 

Story by Adam Larck 
' 
he men's indoor track team 
capped off an impressive winter 
season by winning the Ohio Val-
ley Conference Championship. 
Eastern, which was one of six 
teams competing, won the 
championship by a margin of more than 
70 points from the next team. 
"We just kept showing up and com-
peting and great things happen," srud Tom 
Akers, Eastern's men's head coach, in the 
Feb. 26 issue of the Daily Eastern News. 
The Panthers had nine first place fin-
ishes in the meet, including two by senior 
Jimmy Schultz. 
Schultz took first in both 35-pound 
weight throw, with a throw of 55'09.75", 
and in shot put with a throw of 55'or. 
oo". 
"Field events are key because those 
events are the key to start things off be-
fore the racing events," said junior Obe 
Eruteya in the Feb. 26 issue of the DEN. 
"I think it got the meet off and rolling." 
The team consisted of junior Chris 
Wesson, sophomore Brian York, junior 
Clint Coffey and senior Dan Stracke!-
Men's Indoor Track 2006-07 
Name 
Tyler Arnholt 
Nate Atkin~n 
~ic Atkinson 
Brad Butler 
Kerth Butler 
DaveCarl~n 
Mario Castrejon 
Clint Coffey 
Mike Connolly 
luke Cra,en 
Evan Danner 
Kyle Ellis 
Brenton Emanuel 
Obe Eruteya 
Mike Embry 
T.J. Evans 
Matt Fischer 
Kris Gehrke 
John Hanley 
Bra ndon Hii 
Ben Hinds 
Austin Hogue 
David Holm 
Brent Howell 
Event 
Throw~ 
Dtstan<.e 
Middle Distance 
Dtstancc 
Dtstance 
D•stance 
Otstance 
Mtddle Dtstance 
Middle Distance 
Jumps 
Jump 
Pole Vault 
Spnnts 
Jumps 
Hurdles 
Hurdles 
Hurdles 
Hurdle<;/Jumps 
Distance 
Distance 
Pole Vault 
Throws 
Middle Distance 
PolcVoult 
jahn. 
Junior 
the long jump 
"I felt 
srud of finishing fourth 
(7.03-meters) in the Feb. 
DEN. "It was a lot of motivation 
I believe I put a good one out there 
that's what those guys were jumping." 
The Panthers started off the indoor 
season with two meets of their own, the 
Early Bird and EIU Mega Meet. 
Eastern beat Western Illinois, Loyola 
(Chicago) and Indiana State in the Early 
Bird meet. Indiana State was the closest 
meet of all, beating them by only four 
points. 
The Panthers had seven firsr-place 
finishers. At the Mega Meet, Eastern took 
first out of the four teams competing. The 
Panthers had seven firsr-place finishes, in-
cluding a new school record set by senior 
Kyle Ellis in the pole vault at 17'00.75" 
After these two home meets, Eastern 
went on the road to four invitationaJs at 
Northern Iowa, Indiana, Iowa State and 
Illinois College. 
Aaron luan Mtddle D"tante 
Brandon Jelks Spnnts 
Jake larson Dtstance 
Rayme Mackin~n )ump~Sprinrs 
Travis McCollum Mtddle Dtstantc 
Ed Miller Pole Vault 
Willie Morris Sprints 
Andrew ' e-•ton Mtddle Dtstance 
Eric Pedersen Mtddle Otstance 
Brenton Pegues Spnnt> 
Brad Runnion Mtddle Otstance 
Eric Saxton Distance 
Jimmv Schultz Throws 
AlexSoto Mtddle Dtstance 
Jason Springer Spnnts 
Justin Stewart Middle Dtstance 
Dan Strackeljahn Distance 
Kirkland Thornton Hurdles 
Pat Tortorici Middle Distantc 
Eric Traphagen Distance 
Chris Wesson Middle Distance 
Darius White Throws 
Jeremy Wheeler Middle Distanw 
Marcus Williams Mrddle Diq,lnll' 
lanWinston jumps 
Brian York Hurdles 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Freshman Evan Danner leaps into the long jump 
pit during the Mega Meet held in Lantz Field-
house on )an. 20, 2007. 
100 points 
Southern Illinois. 
first place finishers. After the 
pionship, the Panthers had last 
meets at Arkansas and Notre Dame to try 
to give the athletes one more chance to 
qualify for the NCAA Championships. 
While no athletes placed first, Strack-
eljahn placed fourth at Notre Dame in 
the mile run, and Ellis, Eruteya, and ju-
nior Kirkland T hornton placed fifth in 
the pole vault, triple jump and 6o-meter 
hurdles, respectively, at Arkansas. 
Also, the Distance Medley Relay team 
placed 18th at Notre Dame, but set a new 
school record with a time of 9:45.0 

Story by Adam Larck 
• 
fter winning the indoor track 
and field championship in the 
Ohio Valley Conference, the 
men's outdoor track and field 
team continued to show their 
dominance as they captured 
the OVC Outdoor Championship. 
Six teams competed at the champi-
onship held at Eastern. 
The Panthers earned a total of 246 
points. The next closest team, Southeast 
Missouri, had 176. 
At the championship, five individu-
al Panthers placed first a total of seven 
times. 
Four seniors, Kyle Ellis, Obe Eruteya, 
Austin Hogue and Jimmy Schultz, all 
placed. 
Ellis took first in the pole vault with 
a distance of 14'07.25". 
Eruteya took first in both high and 
triple jump with jumps of 6'10.75" and 
so'o7.50", respectively. 
Hogue won the javelin throw with a 
toss of 2o8'o8.oo". 
Schultz took victory in the shot put 
with a throw of s6'04.00". 
The only junior to place first at the 
Championship, Kirkland Thornton, took 
with a time 
The Panthers 
at the SIU CoUegiate 
teams competing, Eastern 
with Hogue winning the only 
elin. 
Eastern then came home to host the 
Big Blue Classic & Multis. Eastern took 
second out of nine teams, losing to Indi-
ana State by only r6 points. 
Thorton also took first in the no-
and 4oo-meter hurdles at the Big Blue 
Classic. 
"I thought his 4oo-meter hurdle 
(race) was very solid," said men's head 
coach Tom Akers in the April 9 issue of 
the Daily Eastern News. "A strong wind 
in your face down the backstretch is not 
exactly what intermediate hurdlers strive 
on but he made some appropriate adjust-
ments and got out after it early and on 
the homestretch didn't have to work that 
hard to hold on to his victory." 
The Panthers did beat four other Il-
linois schools at the classic: University of 
Illinois, Illinois State, Illinois-Chicago 
and SIU-Edwardsville. 
Men's outdoor track 2006-07 
NAME EVENT 
Tyler Arnholt Throws 
Nate Atkinson Distance 
Nic Atki nson M iddle Distance 
Brad Butler Distance 
Keith Butler Distance 
Dave Carlson Distance 
Mario Castrejon Distance 
Clint Coffey M iddle Distance 
Mike Connolly Middle Distance 
l uke Craven Jumps 
Evan Danner Jump 
Kyle Ellis Pole Vaul t 
Brenton Emanuel Sprints 
Obc Eruteya Jumps 
Mike Embry Hurdle5 
T.). Evans Hurdle5 
Man Fischer Hurdle5 
Kris Gehrke H urdles/Jumps 
john H anley Distance 
Brandon Hii Distance 
Ben Hinds Pole Vault 
Austin Hogue Throws 
David Holm Middle D istance 
Brent Howell Pole Vault 
Aaron luan Middle Distance 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Eastern runner reached 
door qualifying mark. BrentOn 
ran the 4oo-meter dash in 47.16 seconds. 
The qualifying time was 47.20. 
Eastern had two more events, the 
Drake Relays and Butler/IUPUI Invita-
tional, where they placed five times, be-
fore coming back home to win the OVC 
Championship. 
After the Championship, the Pan-
thers had one more Invitational, the Dr. 
Keeler Invitational, before the NCAA 
Mid-East Regional at Columbia, Mis-
souri. Eastern had finishers in six events, 
including Thornton finishing in both uo-
and 4oo-meter hurdles. 
Brandon Jelks Sprints 
Jake Larson D istance 
Rayme Mackinson Jumps/Sprints 
Travis McCollum M iddle D istance 
Ed Miller Polt>Vault 
W illie Morris Sprints 
Andrew Newton Middle Distance 
Eric Pedersen Middle D istance 
Brenton Pegue5 Sprints 
Brad Runnion Middle Distance 
Eric Saxton Distance 
Jimmy Schultz Throws 
Wcs Sheldon M iddle Distance 
Alex Soto M iddle Distance 
Jason Springer Sprints 
Justi n Stewart M iddle Distance 
Dan Strackeljahn Distance 
Kirkland Thornton Hurdle5 
Pat Tortorici Middle Distance 
Eric Traphagen Distance 
Chris Wesson Middle Distance 
Darius White Throws 
Jeremy Wheeler Middle Distance 
Marcus Williams Middle D istance 
lan W inston lumps 
Brian York Hurdle5 
Senior thrower jimmy Schultz lobs the shot put during the 
EIU Big Blue Classic in O'Brien Stadium on April, 7, 2007. 

Story by Adam Larck 
l ed by senior Anthony Imburgia at the Ohio Valley Conference Championship at the Paducah Country club, the Eastern men's golf team finished in sixth place 
out of 10 teams. 
T he Panthers finished just six points 
shy of taking fourth place at the Champi-
onship. 
Imburgia placed sixth with a 224 over-
all, +8 over par. He shot his best the last 
day of the tournament, shooting a team 
leading 73 for the day. 
Imburgia's brothers, Matt Imburgia 
and Mike Imburgia, both juniors, placed 
tied at 18 and 20, respectively. 
Matt was +16, and Mike was +17. 
"I had a triple bogey (on the eighth 
hole), but I tried to rebound and salvage a 
decent round," Matt Imburgia said about 
his second round in the April 24 issue of 
the Daily Eastern News. 
SeniorTy Comerford tied for 33 shoot-
ing a 240. Comerford shot a 78 on the sec-
ond day. 
Junior Jaron Rose rounded out the five 
from Eastern competing, finishing in 44 
with a 248. 
Anthony Imburgia was also honored 
Men's Golf 2006-07 
NAME YEAR 
Matt Bird Fr 
Ty Comerford Sr 
Dane Gray )r 
Anthony Imburgia Sr 
Matt Imburgia )r 
Mike Imburgia Jr 
Clay Pickens Sr 
David Poggi So 
)aron Rose Jr 
Photo provided by EIU Sports Information 
thony," said head 
on the Panther Athletic 
had the honor and pleasure to 
him since he was a kid. It would 
coach's dream to have a player like An 
ny on their roster. 
"I'd love to have six more just like him! 
During the course of the season, Anthony 
was very even-keeled. Even if he had a dif-
ficult round he wouldn't let it get to him, 
he would just keep going and do what 
needed to be done. 
"He really could have had an even bet-
ter spring season playing-wise as his search 
for a dental school kept him busy through-
out the semester, yet he was able to lead 
the squad, which is amazing." 
T he Panthers started off the spring 
season at the Birmingham Southern Invite 
at the Oxmoor Valley Golf Course. 
Rose led the team, finishing 17 with a 
225, +9 over par. Anthony, Mike, and Matt 
finished tied at 19, 36, and 40, while fresh-
man Matt Bird, playing unattached, fin-
ished tied for 64. 
t ied 
and Pickens 
Rose and 
ished tied for 38 and 41. 
The next invitational at 
State had the Imburgia family leading the 
Panthers. Anthony finished tied for sec-
ond with a 214, only +I over par, Matt tied 
for 22, and Mike tied for 27. 
The other Panthers competing at the 
Invitational, Davis and Rose, finished tied 
for 39 and 54, respectively. 
At the final event before the OVC 
Championship, the Tennessee State Invi-
tational, Anthony led the team tying for 
fifth place with a 218, +2 over par. Matt tied 
for seventh at 219. Comerford tied for 25 
with a 228, with Bird tying at 36 with a 234. 
Mike finished tied for 42 with a 236. 

Story By Adam Larck 
I 
espite wins against two of the 
top 30 teams in the nation, the 
Panthers did not advance to 
the Ohio Valley Conference 
tournament last season. 
The Panthers faced both 
Evansville, ranked number 25, and the Col-
lege of Charleston, ranked number 30, at 
their own fields. That did not stop Eastern 
from beating Evansville 8-6 and the Col-
lege of Charleston 7-5. 
"More significant than the win to-
night, was the comeback," head coach Jim 
Schmitz said on the Panther Athletic Web 
site. "(Jordan) Kreke ignited the rally and 
(Adam) Varrassi, (Casey) Spears and (Mark) 
Chagnon all came through. Those were 
four big hits." 
Eastern started off the season with 
the Evansville Tournament and Memphis 
Tournament. The team won two of three 
games at Evansville, but lost all three 
at Memphis, including a close 4-5 game 
against Memphis. 
After these two tournaments, the Pan-
thers went 3-6, including the win against 
College of Charleston, before conference. 
Eastern started conference play at 
Baseball 2006-07 
NAME POSITION Brandon Murphy p 
Jordan Kreke IF Mike Budde p 
Curtis Restko IF Alex Guttosch p 
Tyler Kehrer p Ryan Campbell IF 
Ryan Meyer OF Ja~n Cobb c 
Bryan Blaskovitz IF Erik Huber OF/ 1B 
Kory Peppenhorst C Mike Manns p 
Scott Foley p Mark Chagnon OF 
Chris Vaculik p Tyler Brandon p 
Richie Derbak IF/P Ross Jeske p 
Nommensen OF Drew Gierich p 
Adam Varrassi ss Brian Morrell p 
Mike Astrouski UT joe Hernandez c 
Casey Spears or Drake Chillman 1B 
John Caulk IF Alex Gee 1B 
Kirk Miller p Matt Boyer p 
Matthew Moore c Jake Wade p 
Photo by Amir Prellberg 
Junior pitcher Brian Morrell throws a pitch March 21, 
2007 vs. Chicago State. In nine apperances, Morrell 
had a 2-0 record with a 0.84 ERA. 
ence games, the 
against OVC vi.JJI.Jvtt<:; H 
winning another two of 
The Panthers ended the 
ing Morehead State at Morehead 
ed the season 12-14 in conference play, 
23-28 overall. 
Close losses against OVC opponents 
Tennessee-Martin, Jacksonville State, Sam-
ford, and Eastern Kentucky proved to be 
a deciding factor in keeping the Panthers 
out of the postseason. 
Another game that might have changed 
the outcome of postseason play was the 
cancellation the Murray State game, due 
to freezing temperatures. 
Eastern split the two games played 
against Murray State at home. 
The Panthers were led this year by se-
nior Erik Huber, the first baseman. lluber 
led not only Eastern, but the OVC in bat-
ting average with a .409 average. This was 
Huber's second year in a row with over a 
-400 batting average. 
The only other player to do this at 
and we 
field, but his 
says a lot about him and 
Huber also earned First 
OVC honors, along with Chagnon. I Iuber 
earned an at large choice while Chagnon 
was selected for the outfield. 
Also earning postseason OVC honors 
were freshmen Richie Derbak and Kory 
Peppenhorst. Derbak was selected to Sec-
ond Team All-OVC as a utility player and 
both were selected to the All-Freshman 
team. 
Senior Ryan Campbell, the third base-
man, ended his career at Eastern among the 
leaders in hits, doubles, RBis, and runs. He 
also broke the at bats record. 

' 
he Eastern men's swimming team 
capped off their season by taking 
third at the Mid-Continent Con-
ference Championship hosted at 
Indianapolis. 
The Panthers were ousted by Oakland 
and Centenary for first and second, respec-
tively. 
The swimming team had two first place 
finishes at the Championship. Senior Bill 
Senese won the w o-frec with a time of 
44·47, a school record at Eastern. 
This wasn't the first school record Sen-
ese broke this year. Earlier at the House of 
Champions Invite, Senese broke the so-
free record with a time of 2I.IJ, also win-
ning the event. 
"We had some phenomenal swims, 
breaking several school records," head 
Men's Swimming 2006-07 
NAME EVENT 
Kevin Boyle Free 
M att Crittenden Free 
Joe Ethi ngton Free 
M itch Forney Free 
M ike Gibson Breast 
Adam Howard Breast 
Joe Laird Diver 
Matt Latham Free 
Pat LeNeave Fly/1M 
Nick Lore Free 
Jason Maurer Free/1M 
Elliott McGill Free/Back 
Matthew Niemeier Free 
Brent Noble M/Breast 
Samuel Nowack Free 
Tim O 'Hagan Fly 
Nick Scarpetta Free 
Bill Senese Back/Free 
Thomas Showers Back/Free 
Brian Strole Free 
Dave Trabilsy Diver 
Neil Wahlgren Fly/Free 
Kevin Wood Free 
Joe Wyckoff Free/Fly 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Sophomore Pat LeNeave takes a breath of air as he 
competes during the 200 yard butterfly event in 
Lantz Natorium Oct. 16, 2006. 
tale meet, 
setting four 
cess, both individu 
The other 
from the 8oo-free relay 
of 6:54·34· The team consisted 
sophomore Joe Ethington, senior 
Latham and sophomore Brent Noble. 
Altogether, seven teams competed at 
the Championship, including cross state 
competitors Western Illinois. 
The Panthers started off the season 
with two home meets against Louisville 
and Ball State. Although they were both 
losses, Eastern had six first-place finishes in 
both meets. 
Against Louisville, junior Joe Laird 
placed in two diving events, Noble placed 
in the 2oo-IM, Senese placed in the 5o-free 
and 20o-back, and the 200-free relay team 
placed. 
"It was a decent start for us, consider-
ing we had to face a very tough Louisville 
squad," said Padovan on the Panther Ath-
letic Web site. "The performances will give 
me a starting point to see how well we can 
improve throughout the season and how we 
compare to last year. Plus we had a chance 
to see what some of our new swimmers are 
capable of doing this year." 
Laird and Senese placed first in a total 
teams competing, 
IUPUI. The Panthers earned seven 
the Invitational. 
After two road losses against Western 
Illinois and St. Louis, the Panthers com-
peted in the House of Champions Invite. 
Eastern finished third out of five teams. 
Senese was a part of every first place 
finish at the Invite, including the 4oo-frec 
relay with Ethington, Latham, and fresh-
man Matt Crittenden. 
Eastern then won their next three 
meets, one at Millikin, at home against Val-
paraiso and another victory at IUPUI. 
The last meet before the Mid-Con 
Championship was against St. Louis. While 
the Panthers earned four first places, they 
could not avenge the loss handed to them 
earlier in the year. 

Story by Adam Larck 
• 
fter not qualifying for the Ohio 
Valley Conference tournament 
in 2006, the men's tennis team 
placed fifth this season to qual-
ify to compete in the champi-
onship. 
The Panthers lost to number four seed 
Eastern Kentucky in the first round 2-4. 
"I was proud of the way we came 
out with energy and played decisive to 
earn the doubles point versus EKU," said 
head coach John Blackburn on the Pan-
ther Athletic Web site. "We had a lot of 
missed opportunities in singles play that 
we didn't take advantage of, but I was very 
impressed with Brandon Lenfert's come-
from-behind effort to win his last colle-
giate match." 
Eastern Kentucky also beat the Pan-
thers during the regular season at home, 
7-0. 
The only two senior players on 
the team, Brandon Lenfert and Chuck 
Levaque, teamed up for four doubles 
matches throughout the season, winning 
all of them. 
Lenfert also had a ro-n overall record 
this season, and 2-7 in conference play. He 
played at No. 3 singles. 
Besides teaming with Levaque, Len-
Men's Tennis 2007 
NAME YEAR 
Sean Bush Sr 
Luiz Felipe Gama Fr 
Vuk Milicevic Jr 
Jordan Nestrud Jr 
Jeffrey Rutherford So 
Robert Stedman Fr 
Chris Thomas Sr 
Ryan Vogt So 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Vuk Milicevic, a junior, waits during a doubles 
match for his partner's serve at Darling Courts on 
April13, 2007. 
fort also 
as and 5-7 
Leva que 
overall and 4-5 in con 
Levaque also teamed 
Jordan Nestrud for an 11-4 
and lost one match while Lc<uuut~ 
freshman Jeff Rutherford. 
He earned Second Team 
honors at the No. 1 singles spot. 
Junior Sean Bush finished the season 
3-5 overall and o-r in conference play. He 
played at the fourth, fifth and sixth singles 
spots. At No. 2 doubles, he was 13-8 overall 
and 4-5 in conference play. 
Bush teamed with Milicevic for a 6-3 
record, and Thomas for a 7-5 record. 
Milicevic finished with a ro-n record 
overall and 3-6 in conference play at the 
No. z singles spot. 
Nestrud went 12-7 overall, and a 7-1 
conference record at, mostly, No. 6 sin-
gles. 
He also went 2-r when teamed with 
Rutherford in doubles play. 
Rutherford went rs-s overall in his 
first year, including 6-3 in conference. He 
started at both No. 4 and No.5 singles. 
Rutherford also teamed with fel-
low freshman Ryan Vogt for one doubles 
at home 5-2. 
The Panthers were 5-2 
year, including a 5-2 victory 
Louis. 
The win against Saint Louis started 
another four game win streak, including 
wins against OVC teams Tennessee-Mar-
tin and Austin Peay at their home courts. 
Overall, the Panthers finished 13-8 
overall and 5-4 in the OVC. 
"This year was a huge step forward for 
us," Blackburn said on the Web site. "We 
finished with the best win/loss percentage 
since 1995. In the OVC, we moved up two 
spots in the league standings and up five 
spots from two seasons ago. I am proud of 
the accomplishments and contributions 
of our senior class (Chuck Levaque and 
Brandon Lenfert)." 

Panther Club designs inno auction fundras~er 
Story by Kelley Flodin 
• 
erhaps the biggest supporter of 
Eastern athletics is the Panther 
Club, an organization with an 
overall interest in Eastern ath-
letics as well as on the academ-
ics at the college. Some Panther Club 
members are involved for community 
and business purposes while others have 
a general interest in aiding the Division I 
sports program at Eastern. 
The Athletics Department would not 
be the successful program that it is with-
out the support from the Panther Club. 
Most of the donations go toward improv-
ing and maintaining Eastern athletic facil-
ities, and to make it all possible, the club 
organizes new events to raise money. 
Some of the more popular events in-
clude golf outings, football tailgating, half-
time receptions and post-game parties. 
However, the biggest event of 2007 
was the second Spring Fling Auction, 
open from March 1 through April 14. 
Many items were 
but a live auction event was 
in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
Union Grand Ballroom. However, the 
mat was decidedly more innovative than 
the previous year with the help of the In-
ternet. 
"It was more like eBay bidding, with a 
majority of the items closing online," said 
Reis. 
Auction items ranged from vaca-
tions, sports tickets and memorabilia, to 
toys and collectibles. Panther fans also 
donated money to support the Athletics 
Department. With over 200 available, 
the Panther Club accepted donated items 
throughout the auction. Only about 10 
percent of the auction items carried over 
to the live event. 
The live event raised $54,000, 
$2o,ooo more than the first year. 
As the auction ended, the most popu-
lar item was Chicago White Sox vs. New 
November 2007 
tion to aS 
Tony Ramo 
alumnus currently 
Cowboys). 
"There has been great participation 
this year as far as numbers go. More reg-
istrants all across the country get to par-
ticipate, not just local, and we have more 
alumni participating this year," said Reis. 
"It is the second auction, with plans to do 
it again next year and make it an annual 
thing." 
In addition to the online acution, 
members of the community joined the 
Eastern athletic staff, coaches and Pan-
ther Club and raised $1,054,819 in one 
month for an annual fundraising event. 
Tlw Panthl'r Cluh ,1lso chooses F,lsl<'rn student ,lth-
ldes ,1s Athie!<' ol the ,\\onth. 1007 -OB winners 
include: 
]ot' Ltlird 1Swimming1, L,lLJr,l ;'\;i lst'n tSwimmingl 
August 2007 
[)onakl Thomas tFooth,1ll1, Kellie Flo\'CitSoccerl 
September 2007 
Mick Cal<'ski tSocc('rJ, ,\\ollv Clutt<'r 1Rughv1 
October 2007 
t\clt>molt~ Adt'niji tFooth,llli, Carrie RiorclmtColtl 
December 2007 
Rom,lin M,lrtintB,lskPth,llli, ,\\.lggit' Klo,lk tFLlskt't-
h,llli 
January 2008 
Olw Erult'VcliTr,Hkl, R.Hiwl C,lllig,llltB,lsk<'th,JIIi 
February 2008 
],lkt' Bvrne i1~,1sketh,lll1, K,lllcldn' Arnolclt lr.J< k1 

Nathan Giannelli 
A-level men's basketball 
AllDay 
Albert Brown (C) 
Charles Brown 
Stephen Washington 
Drew Spies 
Svetlozar Zahariev 
Obabeta Eruteya 
John Gadson 
Chad Cleveland 
Alicius Nozinor 
Jerrnaine Mobley 
B-level men's basketball 
Straight Butter 
Eric Schnake 
Ty Comerford 
Michael Imburgia (C) 
Matthew Imburgia 
Scott Esker 
thony Imburgia 
Chad Nosbisch 
(!'imothy Foy 
~yan Bankenbaker 
Garrett Schmidt 
omen's basketball ghi hy Kretch (C) anda Abbatte 
renMandac 
prittney O 'Connor 
J,-auren Hogeboom 
Vanessa Dulla 
Colleen Comiskey 
Litwiller 
Nelson 
. . ..... ..... A .. Teska 
Photo by Robbie Wroblewski 

Ja<llmlinton doubles 
: Matt Gidcumb and John 
s: Jill ian Vokrak and 
ichele Herzog 
o-rec: Nackil Sung and Jan 
g 
(lcquetball doubles: 
en's: McLain Schaefer and 
hn Mcinerny 
omen's: Beth Cotter and Beth 
age mann 
ccer shootout 
Jen's: David Lebeau 
tomen's: Abigail Nelson 
{en's team: Sigma Pi #1 
inigolf l:n's: Alan Katz and Alex Goff-
omen's: Meghan Lahey 
en's team: Sigma Chi #1 
-rec: William Koehler and 
·e Mueller 
If pitching 
en's: Zack Taake 
omen's: Lori Lienhop 
en's team: Sigma Chi # 1 
omen's team: Alpha Sigma 
u #1 
ft, pass, & kick 
f n's: Zack Taake 
omen's: Geraldine Kizior 
f!n's team: Sigma Chi #r 
men's team: Alpha Gamma 
Ita 
oint shootout 
n's: Matt Poklop 
men's: Valerie Tischler 
n's team: Sigma Chi # r 
erlifting 
n's: 
Tommy Kargas (123 lbs) 
Michael Atkinson (132 lbs) 
Mike McAuliffe (149 lbs) 
Joel Rodarte (165 lbs) 
Curtis Simpson (182 lbs) 
Frank Soucek (198 lbs) 
Dave Ngueyen ( 220 lbs) 
Kris Caldwell (Hvywgt) 
Women's: 
Jackie Abraham (132 lbs) 
Men's team: 
Sigma Pi (Kris Caldwell, Dave 
Nguyen, Curtis Simpson, Joel 
Rodarte, Ben Schuetz) 
1 on 1 basketball 
Men's: 
TJ Tebbe - Over 6' 
Nathan Meinhart- Under 6' 
Women's: 
Sam Fedorik- Over 5'6 
Meghan Nesti- Under 5'6 
Photos submitted 

by Eric Hiltner 
The Pink Panthers spin 
following a touchdown 
ng the football season opener 
30, 2007, in O 'Brien Sta-
. The dance team performs 
I home football and basket-
games in addition to working 
us events around the com-
ity. 
A cheerleader motivates the 
d during the Oct. 6, 2007, 
against Eastern Kentucky 
ersity in O'Brien Stadium. 
two teams compete nation-
s well as coach younger kids 
g the year. 
2007-08 Pink Panthers 
NAME 
Nicole Adami 
Brooke Beissel 
Brooke Bettorf 
Paige Cavalieri 
Brittany Chionis 
Kristlyn Dalton 
Gina Geraci 
Nicole Roberts 
Bethany Simms 
Mary Straughn 
Erin Supple 
Stephanie Torrance 
Courtney Wodarkski 
YEAR 
Junior 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Freshman 
Freshman 


tale of Easterns ever-changing mascot 
ollqJe studeats are known 
for their overt display of 
eC:boCJ1 spirit oa any piece 
or dotbiDg IIJld; sometimes, 
aailabe skin. Students 
cxceptioA. W.Pat they 
that yeats of history, 
lie behind the mas-
Now the story is 
new insight and en 
vorite college mascot. 
A contest is held for the 
Eastern State Teacher's 
College team name in 
October 1930. Students 
submitted suggestions 
ranging from Kickapoos, 
Ellini, Greyhounds and 
Blue Boys for a prize of 
$5 in theater tickets. The 
resulting panther mascot 
was chosen by a panel of 
judges including Coach 
Charles Lantz, football 
Captain Eugene Kintz 
and sports writer Irvin 
"Smick" Singler. 
T-shins and 
A Pink Panther costume ap-
pears alongside the similarly 
named dance group at games 
and other events. This is the 
first physical representation of 
the panther mascot. 
Percy the panther, seen left, represent-
ed Eastern and gave students spirit and 
a feeling of pride during a difficult era. 
Napolean, a stray golden retriever, is 
adopted by the campus as an improm-
tu mascot and loveable representative 
for the college. 
Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Proudly wearing the an Eastern jer-
sey, Prowler is seen at a home football 
game, cheering on his team. 
illi 
A committee of staff and students se-
lects "Prowler" as the official nickname 
for the mascot. Some Eastern students 
are upset by the change, and refuse to 
acknowledge the new panther. 
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INIIII 
Ill 
Abbate, Jasnn 124 
Abb.atte. Am and! 1 77 
Abet. Emily 114 
Aho<rotO, \'to!On 101 
,o,b,ola Oolapo 120 
Abr.&him Ju:k.~~ 1 ;9 
Ad.lm•, 'cole 1 U. 181 
-.dom·ec. ~ 192 
Adim1o Artht! 150 
Adams. Anthon~ 1 18 
Adorns. Chel5ea 168 
lld•ms M•ke 122 127 llO. 1S8. 194 
Adam1o, Sam1 136 
1\dd•nte, Timothy I 51,1 76 
Addilnle, Tricla 111 
... dee. ltm 124 
"deniJt. lld<>mol.l 158, I 71 
Acf,, Ken~n 121 
Atmenb Sc:OC1 54 
A~•en• 'Ioiiar, 11 l 
"'•lei!. fad•e BS 
... lan•z AI<J< l2 118 
l,lbers. '4iitth .... 120 
Alb<ecllt. Angela 144 
Albrecht. Kar.u 61,11 I 
.~lbrecht, Man 119 
Aleunder, Jackie I 78 
Alt'\ander. Nteolr 106 
Aleunder. Roche! 110 
All. Melt,.. 109 
'-llbr••oo Kmtino 205 
Ali<lr•dje. Thi)M.u 12 I 
AIM Bil1124 
Allen Bn•n 1 eo 
Allen Chfl<!ino 106 2011 
Allen. bsence 1 94 
Allen, Vidt>da 1 09 
1'\llensworth. Stl>n 84 
Allgire. Abby 172 
l'lllgreu•. Gina 108 
"II'""'· Cody 116 
Ahma1er \~n112 
Al-.r~. JaM 118 
AIN<he<l ... 19) 
~a•o. I<Mq>h 139 
Amdur o ... d u•. 1"6 
...,...,_, Alan 1011 
Mde,.,.., Bale<~eia 1 08 
Andei'<Oil, Chri<,. 176 
Andmon, Daniel 121 , I 76 
Andei'<Oil, EriC I 23 
Anderson. Ja.,oodra 134, I q9 
Andersoo. Jefi 118 
~.Kate145 
Mdersoo. Krim> Ill 
Mdersoo lolochel~ 166 
Andt<>on S:epi>an•t 1 11 
Andttoo Adr~ano 1011 
Mg>rana He>thef 109 
Anthon}. J<Jiio 16 I 
Anzalone. Ro<.l208 
Apostolopoulos. \1/illtam 120 
Applebee. An~ 120 
A~•. K•m 161 164 
Arhart, Amy 204 
Amholt T)ler 163.165 
Arnold Kandace162 ,164 1?5 
Amold Ryan 121 
Attii"Hr"On, Mn.an \58 
Ashe. An<Rw 122 
A>hmon. Chn< 124 
A~kwtth. Sam 112 
A<trou\lu, loltkt 169 
Atchuon. Adam 117 
Atchln>On, Karla 112 
Atch,.on, Paige 208 
Atchley, Chflsten 180 
Arkin...,.,, Mtchael Ill. 178. 17q 
-'ll•n!OO '-ate 163 16S 
-'tkln>On. ""' 161.165 
Atlr.tl"'\01"1. Pcw·dc 118 
Mebeff), '--'-104 
Aug<b..'lt Grog 118 
""guste Robon 127, 1]0 
""8""'""· Cole 1•5 
A>tle<. Jen 111 
A'-'ttla, Melrss.a 208 
l,ycock, Brian 116 
A)rrs Brian 118 
I 
Babb. Ka\ lee 114 
Bad!, Chef,... 166 
Bad"' )onq4 
B•ck.,_ Chelsea II 2 
Bad""'" Alii 109 
Baebler, Jennifer I 91 
Baggot. Meaghan 108 
Bagnall, M.lnhew II A 
Balette, Aly 55 
Batl~. John 120 
BatiC!)- lau""' 111 
Bake< lames 123 
Bake<. JaM 120 
Bake< k>:.O 26 
Bake< \\one 160 
Bake<. '<Ole I I I 
Bat.u. Meg.an 162. 16-1 
B•lltto. Chris 118 
Ballinger, ~fiStina 25 
Balog. MAtt 1 21 
Balogh, Dana 112 
Banducci, Alleigh 144 
Banl.enbaket, Ryan 177 
8t11t•n. 'icol~ l()q 
B~rki"M)kt, K..ldl~n 108 
Barl>dale, Ch4r"'U 191 
8arloc• Sam 120 
8.a~ Edd~I.N 
Barnes lcnal19l 
Ba•nen. Amanda II 0 
8~rr.1nco, Chnstine 1 ;a 
8Mr~t. Gwen 109 
8t1rron. Rory 1 oa 
Bortth Phtltp 192 
Si!C') Bnan 118 
811!'> \Urk209 
Satta~-•• . 5~><"1" 11 o 
Bauer Z.th4ry 121. 1 :b 
Sa ale. 1'hom.b 209 
8.1tt' Oil\llll 180 
a .... m K.ar~ 114 
Baumgort, lim) 205 
B•umg~ortner. l•Zi 106 
Ba.a. Emtly 112 
Bayl.'f. Cathy 190, 201 
Baytala, A<i'lle•gh 108 
Buch. BrlttJny 108 
ll<'al, C.rol,n 1 10 
BNI kaT1~ 14S 
8-Ntdtn Trac•e 11Z, 13.2 lSS 
S«i Carolyn 209 
B«k Cast\ 118 
B«l .. Brad 191 , 209 
Bee....,, Em•l> 36 
B~ell, '-lefedtth 89 112 
Bt<..:her l..luren I 09 
Betrlt Andrew 98. 121 
Bl'<'t<ln, Audrt'Y I 09 
Beett. Andrea I 06 
Bt..,de), Jacques 124 
Bt-•\oW!'t Br~e 181 
ll<'lcaste<, M•chaell24 
Btll Meghan 112 
ll<'tJ..,,,, Lcnn 106 
8el1t~C•nt. B~iTney 106 
BekM. C.J•h1n 10& 
8('1..-,~.w;qu.a TrtCia108 
8ennen Chns 11~ 
Ben~ Dtrk 118. 133 
Ben~ Ryan I 58 
Renoit. Jill ian 145 
Bentley. Robrn 106 
Senti~. S..ra 1 06 
fle<esheul'. leo FO 
Bf<S. Aleunde< 120 
Bt<p<. Connne 176. 1"8 
~ ... Stacev 131. 178 
8ef&M. l(oollt 208 
~lund Tiriany 106 
Btm>,.•n )ell 121 
Berry, o\'toggte 193 
Berry, Morgan 110, 132, 136. 208 
B•nocclll. A;hley 10'1 
B•nonclnl. \lark 108 
8~\, Tra\<orU\ 156 
BeNori, Brook• 181 
Bett-t LU\~ta 1 1• 
il<'}t'n. '"""''"' 1011 Botd..v·••·n105. 110 
Boelll laura 111 
B•tllier, Cavl•lll.IQ8 
Br~la"'~' TJ 122 
Blel;~i. \llchael 123, 178 
Blerm•nn, Ashley I 10 
811d;te•n, D•ne 12 I 
Brllno, Amber 113 
Blllltl'f, TriVIS I 45 
Bird. Br•d 121 
Btrd '"'n t61 
Botd Tresu II• 203 
B·mbaum S•..,Nn•• 111 
Bt.d. Aaoon 2011 
81.1<'~ Cectl 193 
814<k. Chrt< 122 
Blak•. Tr~;ha 166 
Bla~emort. Chro;topher 178. I 2 l 
81andt, Jenna 109 
Blankon<hlp, A>hlee I 10 
Blosko.ltz, Bryan 169 
Blewnon, Julte I I 2 
Bh,n•.lk. Atell. t 21 
Block Kallee 144 
Bloder Janelle Ill 
Blond.ll, le>>•<> I o2 16-1 
BlondeU. hll162.16-l 
Blue, Sarah 114 
Blum la<ob 11 5 
81umm. tess•a 14-4 
Boarder<, Whollle) 10 
Bock Jennif._.,. 209 
BOt·nte. Se•n 11 5 
Bocttgff, E111c.l 209 
SOtl•O. Toni 209 
Bogan, lashae 197 
Bohhn. l·nd<a• 114 
Boi.D<<r, J•ll114 
8ol•nd. Mdr..., 115 
Boland K.u·e 110 
~•IW. Mtk~ 188 
Boll"'~ Robert 118 
Bond, M•ke 122, 111 
Bono. Charlos120 
BoractJkl Adr~enne 11 I 
Bnrczon, £rik 123 
Bnrd"''· Whtlney I 28. 129 
8of~m ~ci 180 
Born. le>>IU 110. 112 
Blllnbaum Slephanoe 113 
Boton. Knstor\0 106 178 
Boroun Ano 162.16-1 
Borzrt.. An<l- 112 
Boteo Mtchtlle Ill, 155 
Bo<s ~lal44 
Hosuc Sean 115 
Bostrom, C•rolyn I 06 
Bocchle, Meli"• 201 
Bonorlf, Ry.on 118 
BoudttYu, Dane 123. 1'6. 1;a 
Boush. kl'h 180 
lkwnd) Stephan• 209 
eo. .. . )rona 106 
e ..... dl« er08 116 
flew, dry, Rhoncia 126. I q4 , 104 
eo.. ... D ... el9o 
a ....... z.ch>ry 1:a 
6"""''· CourtnO\o 208 
8c.Mom•n. AtNnd.J 112 
BO}tt Ill, l<>~n 119 
Boyd, l•son 100 
80) N, Ja;on I 21 
Acn.,r Mott 169 
11<>1 ''" jooh 40 
8o)lan. Slw•n• 174 
80)1• k.-..n 171 
Br.ad.ftt., h1.nen l68 
B•odet> ~w•~n 111 
Brodt.,__ GtiiiB 
Br•dlt) Low I 11 
Br•d~. Md"'• I 08 
Brd&<'<. l..lura I 12, 155, 191 
Brand._.,., l•di> 143 
Brondon, T,ler 169 
Hro<el A) II S 
Br•un Af'du_-w 121 
Breen. Meghon 1•• 
B,_ Moch4~ 178 
Btf'I'T'I('t UrcM'oe 108 
B-ner a..~oo, 11a 
a~ •• Jacquet•"" 208 
811ch~. l~uren t 11 
Blight. f.an 197 
Br~ghton, Heathe. 11 l 
Brill, ~tr>tffllO'I, 145 
Brlnkm;n. Rachel 145 
Brtlrwll. R.ach.ael 190, 208 
B•oc~. Ehubeth 113 
Brock Justtn 161 
Bmgan ~o~id'o .. l 1 ;s 
Brophy J•<• .u 
8rou•f1~~ J.Jcques 12:0 
8tCMI\ A~ 177 
8'"""· Ash ..... 208 
a-n Charles 177 
BrO\'" JN.\Urlon 193 
Brown OJ 158 
8rown, Glotia 1 I 2 
Brow-n. 'ennl(er 109 
Btown, Monh .... · 176 
8t0\\l'l. Ttm 114 
B,.....n_ Todd 117 
8rov.n \\ood~ 127 1]0 
Bruc:kc< Tol\o'kw Ill 
~n '-l>thelle IU 204 
8ruentnJl. larroh Ill 
Brugermn, Courtfle\ Ill 
Brung•rd. Tim 17 
Bruns. Robyn 176 
Bru•~l. .._,tcl1n 110 
Bruni, l~ss1ca '44 
Bl)•n, ~athrvn 109 
Bryant. Corol 209 
Bl)-.th ....... 111 
8r~tLtW•I.. n..,.,., 111 
Bot~ucc•. S.nt•no 118 
Such, ''-" 109 
Buch4nan Bnttall) 144 
Buth4nan. lou•• 191 209 
Bu.;k. StAcy 14-4 
Buckm•n. St.lc:ey 209 
Budrlt. Mtk• 169 
Budz Jennifer 1 « 
Buehler. Chros I) 1. 14 I 
But'ltntr, Man I 58 
Bur~~t D~n•tl115.178 
Bulgor. l"'' 22 Ill , ISS 
a.och II BIIIUn) 109 
RY~"gener Alii~ 6::0 
Bu~n. Kat~}n 14-1 
Butt!'" She.on 193 
8urh~""'· IV.stm 19) 
Burl.)• Bu•n 123 
Burke, ).,.iu 178 
Buri<e. Kate 144 
Burnes l\.~uss.t12 
Sum< llondra 29 
Bun. "rmnd.a ~00. 203 
Burtel). joe 66 
Bv«her K"" I :8 
8y\h Atnlncl.l128. 129 
S.sh. s .. n 173 
Bu'' Tyler 12l 
e .. , ... M.>" 116 
BY'Ittr, Br•.an 11 7 
8Y1Ic~. Brad 1&3 I&S 
Butler. to.e11h 163,165 
Buuord, )ake 191 
Byrd. -'>hley 19) 
Byrne Jolo 16 I 175 
c 
Cohello, fnca 208 
~.-''>'<ella 1-11 
C•gl~. lo.ombert) 144 
C•glt. Kr"lt!> I 09 
Catn. Brendan I 18 
Carn. Chose 44, 170 
Ca<ro, Loul1 158 
Ca<ro-Cro.s. D-158 
Calcjo,tll. He•ther 108 
Calcjo,ell, l(ns 124 179 
Call<!n. 8obbl n 
Cal•""- lames 2011 
Ca'Nrdo. "-•dlola< 208 
ump.Jnella )ord>n 158 
Campbell, Chn< 158 
Campbell, Oisten I II 
Clmpbell, fabtan 199 
C•mpbell, Jenny 114 
C4mpbell, Jes; 114 
Campbell Ryan 169 
umpbell. Sean 158 
Camp<», C~nth,. 109, 1)1 
UNioU '1o~h 191 
unal~ Ell<!n 160 
undo\. 8nan4• 
uncto. Rof>oott 120 
Cat\tlOI'. EPlrN .u 
CaJ>O""'• Man 205 
Colpnyt•ne.. All'l< 116 
Caprio. R•d>tl Ill 
t.aputo. Brennan 124 
Carder. Nicki I 12 
Cordot. Ml'ghan 208 
Cart~~ Ellubeth 111 
c.rt ....... 'Nred•th 111 
c.,t\On. o.-.~ 161.165 
C•rllon Sh.iUfice 201 
urman A>hl ... 209 
c...,..n o.bo<•~ ~10 
Carmoch.l•l, A>hlev 209 
C•rmod) :larlh 11) 
Carmooo~ ~ 117 
Cam•ghl, Cam• 110 
C•rMy, Meghan 162,164 
c,.on. Llu 106 
Camn. Ellt<'tl 114 
CarP""tor, Ed l2 
C..rptmt.,., R.ndy 11& 
Car< S.••h 1)7 
C'"'IJ"· Wmte 112 
Carrono Ca5t} Jl 
Corrol~ .._,,Ito, 11) 
Carroll. rom 118 
C•t\On, kN-st..a 106 
C•rtl'r. Emtll 209 
C•rter, Jr., D•nny 139 
C•ner. liffony 74 
C~Jtl~r. Warren 201 
co .. uno. Da"" 114 
C•ICiO. Sti'J)Nnl~ 109 
v\Jod\ , lad> 123 
Ca<t•llo. Ro<Nrd 124 
u.ve,on \Uno 16) 
u•ch·n&>· 8obbl 161 
Cltt.lnt, Tr.n.. 112. 190. 20] 2()q 
Coull Emil) 111 
C•ull John I &q 
Cav•ll•rt. P.ltge 181 
Cavanaugh, jonath4n 209 
C~pelo. D' Ann• 133 
Ctranec Steph 114 
(f'UnO, A'\lrl~ 144 
Chadl., Em•IY 112 
Chag.-. "'"'"' 169 
Cha~mtn.l(oolka 208 
CharnberlltO. Ashie) 196 
Ch4mbe<~•n. Rtbecca 208 
Ch•mbe<s, Contt01 121 
Ch1n1, Ca.-on 124 
Charle;ton, l'oicolt 109 
Chan rand. Tim 13 I 
Cha><'. Kyle 124 
Chen.,., leslov 112 
Chic John 11' 
Chtllman Droke 169 
Ch•no. £,...,, 124 
ChfOI'I•t. Bn~tt\ 181 
Ch•f>CO. Anthony 120 
Chmupo Br.o~n121 
Chom<t)l. P.luhn•1 12 
Chr~Siet>on. Mochelle II I 
ChruiCitl. Mld>tlle 108 
Cttc.relll, A) 32 
Clmorolli. Chr~<topher 121, ~08 
Cimbul•. Kyle 124 
Circo. Jod•e 11 1 
Ct.-k. Ale, II& 
C••~ O.omane 161 
C•N 8r•1n 116 
(l&nio. Sir,.. 1;'8 
Clari. H.otl<o, 145, 190 103. 208 
C1ari< S.t>h P6. 118 
ClMke. Em•Jy 106 
Cl"'f¥· f\.l<'aghan 200 
Cl•~lon. Al•n 208 
Cleary. Emily I 14 
Cltmenl>, Scou 209 
Cltmmer, Philip 176 
o ... •l•od. Chad 1 n 
CJ.fiO!d. Ktl"'' 108 
Clollord Ke\•n I 22 
Ouw, Tim118 
Otnton Urr, 121 , 176 
Cloc~ buren 110 
Clurret. Moll) 4-1, 162, 164 175 
Coalson. Er1c 116 
Cobb. J•soo 169 
Cobb<, T•mela 209 
Cobmly, L<'tlle 145 
Cochr•oe. Chryst.l 108 
CtJIIt}. Cltnt 163,165 
Cotlev. Ke\ln 123 
Coltman. Ala 121, 179 
Colt. O..StJn 122 
Colt. S.mantho I 13 
CoiOfNn. Au19• 
Coleman. Brottany 160 
Coleman. l(ooll) 168 
Coleman. Z.Chary 178 
Colhoff, Oet>ny 117 
Collier, Erika 108 
Collittr, Jon 1 18 
Colhrt, Julie 106 
Collins. uncl.lce 194 
Collons Er•ka 193 
Comb< Rob<e98 
Comerford. T~ 167,17:' 
Com•slot> Colleet>177 
CorMk"'" MICNel 176 
Conboy. 1\')tt•n 209 
Connoll). M•ke 163,165 
Connor>, Ntcole 142 
Conrild. Jell 96 
Conr•d. Nicol• 100. 178 
Contttru, Veron!Ci 197 
Cook A<hley 110 
Cook. K.,_ln 158 
Coon, C•rlm 110,131 
Coon, Tracy 112 
Coons, Janoco 192 
C~·· Brooke 209 
Cooper, Martrose 19) 
Copeland. Tim 120 
Copt.,. Jonollo 209 
Coppe<l S.r•h 1 b3 
Cc>tt:Ota, Ellie 74 
Cornwell, Brt•nne 144 
Cosmo Joss•co 145 199 
COSIIJ!,iR, \lochoof 123, 178 
Cocwr, Bed> 179.210 
Cononghom. l•ndsey 144 
Coughlon. "'"' 107 
Councol SUq. 19) 
Courtne> Tan.,... 12• 
Cauun1 'ancy 1<12 
CO\I.~om\ 118 
C:O..on, T.r...., 127, 110 
C... O)l.ln 120 
eo. '•than 123 
eo. R1•n 122 
Co• S.r•h I 76 
Co,·St<l"e. Oorolny 210 
Co\. Andrew I ~8 
Cozzens, Wllh•m 210 219 
C••btt ... \loren 174 
Cr.-an.. Meg.>n 98 
cr.-en. luke 16l165 
Crawfa<d, Taro 196,199 
Crill, Chell<!a 109 
Crlppes, S.r• 178 
Crottrnden, MJtt 171 
Cmokr•k. Whitney 112 
Crocello, Ashley 142 
Cronholm, Rachol112 
Crosby, Meg•n 210 
Cro>~en. Oav•d 196 
Crowley, Jaco Ill 
Cruz. Josoph 176 
Cuadtado. S.ra 114 229 
Culp. Dustin 178 
Cunnongham, kll 197 
Curmi,Hh•m. krtst.tn 210 
Cunn•ngham. \>!4!11\>0 11 0 
CurtiS. I•. \lichool 127. uo 
ez., .... !Ythryn 108 
cz ..... onu. \I;.Jdo 124 
Ctm>• Cod> 68 
C~z ,,,.t.el•• 
I 
D•h•gren s:......, 117 
Do• ey, Eb0f'n1 180 
D•lult), Reb 115 
D•lfono, Ktllt 144 
Dalton. Kr•<~l~n 181 
D'Amico, B,.ndon 161 
O~nc• Angelo 168 
D~n·el A1SN 211 
Danrets, Masgtt t 14 
D•mols, R•cky 141 
D•nko•lch. Andrew 176 
Dank!, Juslln 124 
Danner. £\an 161,165 
D A•cy. Ryon 211 
Darimon~ ChriStopher 123 
0'Ascanio,Jessl14 
Dosenb•ook Keilh 121 
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Photo by Robbie Wroblewski 
Members or the Association or International Students car-
ry nags representing the home countries or its members 
during the Homecoming parade on the morning or Oct. 
20, 2007. 

Photo by Eric Hiltner 
Students pass each other as 
in Coleman Hall. On 
campus and into each 
classes and meetings on 








